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Several years ago a cartoon showed two children 
walking by the school one Saturday morning. 

They were observing several people whom they knew go into the 
building with books, note pads, and lunch bags. The.n one said to the other 
in amazement. " Gosh, teachers never gel Olll, do they?" 

The cartoon was funny. and it was also true. Educators are lifelong 
learners who continue studying their content areas and honing their instruc
tional skills long after they complete the teacher preparation program. 
Lifelong learning in this information age is important for everyone, but 
absolutely essential for educators. Furthermore, learning is enjoyable and 
teachers likeio model that pleasure for their students. 

Purposes of Professional Development 
Professional development activity for continuous learning serves one or 

more of five purposes for educators-role renewal for certification or 
relicensure;.; role reassignment to earn additional or expanded credentials: 
professions.l growth to acquire new methods or make curricular changes: 
personal growth to improve skills and have enriching experiences; and 
inspiration (Dettmer & Landrum. 1997). Professional development 
directed toward. education of gifted and talented contributes in a sixth way 
by activating positive ripple effects that influence curriculum, instructional 
methods, teaChing techniques; resource materials, and support services, 

Obstacles to Gifted Program Professional Development 
In spite of the importance of professional development, mandated 

inservice and staff development activities are not always accepted with 
enthusiasm by overworked teachers and overscheduled school adminis
trators. Much inservicc and staff development (lSD) is scorned as being 
dull. irrelevant, patronizing, and ineffective. Research by McBride, 
Reed, and Dollar (1994) indicates that attitudes toward inservice are 
mixed at best. Most. oft.en it is the practices, not the principle, 
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From the President 

-I' -' 
Benny Hickerson 

-
If asked to name the single most important factor in 

the success of educational programming to meet the needs 
of gifted and talented students, probably most of us would 
~ay it is the teacher. Teachers are critical in helping with 
identification of gifted students through classroom 
observation, through anticipating and recognizing 
behaviors and pelformance that suggest special abilitie~ 
and needs, and through advocating for students as part 
of the identification conunittee on a campus. Teachers 
are critical, too, in developing curriculum that is 
differentiated to accommodate these students' special 
needs, and in planning and implementing instructional 
~trategies to promote and nurture talents and exceptional 
abilities. The ways in which teachers design and 
orchestrate classroom activities, including management 
and grouping arrangements within a classroom, either 
encourage or inhibit individual growth and independence 
in leaming, and support or interfere with the potential 
for self-directed leaming. 

Teachers who are aware of and concemed about the 
unique needs of their gifted students become advocates 
for these students among their colleagues in the 
profession, working to educate others about the needs 
and rights of gifted leamers, and sharing ideas and 
strategies that have proved effective for these students. 
Teachers who know and understand gifted child 
development communicate effectively with parents, 
providing infOlmation and suppOlting parent concem~ 
about their child's educational and affective development. 
And teachers who believe passionately that gifted learners 
have special needs that must be met, work beyond their 
classrooms to promote this awarene~s throughout the 
school district, the community, and through networking 
with others in the Texas Association for the Gifted and 
Talented. 

Regardless of the validity and credibility of 
identification criteria and procedures that a district may 
have adopted, regardless of the excellence of a curriculum 
document or plan, or of the flexibility and forward
looking design of programs for gifted students within a 
disl:Jict, or of the strength of the parent affiliate ~upport 
group, or commitment of informed and sympathetic 
administrators, in the final analysis the quality of services 
provided to gifted students depends on the teacher 
providing those services. Clearly, one of the most 
important goals of TAGT must continue to be 

(See HICKERSON, on page 24) 
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S CAPITOL UPDATE 

Testimony to Senate Interim Committee 
on Funding Issues in Education 

On February 19, I was invited to speak to the Senate 
Intelim Conunittee on Funding Issues in Education about 
the Gifted and Talented Allotment. This conunittee is 
co-chaired by Senators Teel Bivins (Amalillo) and Bill 
Ratliff (Mount Pleasant). Other members of the 
committee are Senators Judith Zaffirini (Laredo), 
Gregory Luna (San AntoniO), David Sibley (Waco), 
Royce West (Dallas), Eliot Shapleigh (El Paso), and 
Robert Duncan (Lubbock). 

The healing began with testimony from Legislative 
Budget Board (LBB) staff who, among other things, 
reviewed the 1997 LBB staff report to the Seventy-fifth 
Legislature on Foundation School Program Funding 
Elements. 

My testimony, which followed that of the LBB staff, 
addressed the section of the report which recommended 
eliminating the current add-on weight for gifted and 
talented education and incorporating those funds into the 
Tier 2 of the Foundation School Program. I also spoke 
to the report's misrepresentation of the purpose of the 
Javits legislation and the work of the National Research 
Center on the Gifted and Talented. In sununary, the 1997 
LBB staff report indicated that these programs were 
"working at a national level to break down the separation 
between gifted programs and programs for regular and 
disadvantaged students." The report also said that the 
work of the NRCIGff reinforced the idea that gifted and 
talented programs should be directed at all students and 
incorporated into the regular curriculum, rather than 
segregating students who are identified as "gifted." 

A call to the Office of Educational Research and 
Improvement, U.S. Department of Education, and to the 
National Research Center at the University of 
Connecticut provided me with the kind of helpful 
information which I needed to respond to the report. For 
the record, the purpose of the Javits legislation is "to 
build a nationwide capability in elementary and 
secondary schools to meet the special educational needs 
of gifted and talented students and to encourage the 
development of lich and challenging cumcula for all 
students through the appropriate application and 
adaptation of materials and instructional methods 
developed for gifted and talented students." 

To clalify the repOlt's reference to the NRC/Gff 
work, Joe Renzulli, author of the monograph The 
Relationship Between Gijied Programs and Total School 

Connie McLendon 
Improvement, says that the School wide Enrichment 
Model desclibed in the monograph "focuses on applying 
the know-how of gifted education to a systematic plan 
for total school improvement." Renzulli's "Author's 
Notes" to the monograph says emphatically that the 
model "is not intended to replace existing services to 
students who are identified as gifted according to valious 
state or local clitelia." 

Because state funding for gifted programs is so 
anchored to the mandate, it is clitically impOltant to 
correct information such as that presented in the 1997 
LBB staff repOlt as it may influence policy decisions 
and educational pliolities impacting programs for gifted 
and talented students. 

My recommendations to the Senate Interim 
Committee on the Gff allotment was to retain the current 
add-on weight. Unlike funding for other special 
populations, the Gff allotment is not a supplement. 
Inadequate as it may be, it represents the only funding 
that districts receive for gifted education. 

I also recommended that the state conduct a study to 
detennine an appropriate methodology to reflect the 
achievement of gifted and talented students in the 
statewide accountability system. This recommendation 
echoed Rider 55 which Representative Scott Hochberg 
attached to the House Appropliations Bill duling the last 
legislative session but unfortunately was pulled down 
in the Appropriations Conference Committee. In 
response to this recommendation, Senator Bivins asked 
if the association would submit suggestions of indicators 
which might be included in the statewide Academic 
Excellence Indicator System. This challenge is one which 
the TAGT leadership cannot afford to ignore. 

The Intelim Conunittee is still in a fact-finding mode 
and will probably meet at least one more time before 
prepaling a final report, due in early April to Lieutenant 
Governor Bob Bullock. Any further action by the Senate 
Intelim Committee affecting funding of programs for 
gifted and talented students will be reported in the TA GT 
Newsletter. 
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

(See DETTMER, page 1) 

with which palticipants take issue. Some objections 
apply to all lSD, while others are more specific to gifted 
programs. For example: 

1. Teachers do not appreciate abuse of that most 
precious and nonrenewable resource-time. Weekend 
events such as the Saturday workshop mentioned earlier 
tend to be least preferred. Sessions before school or after 
school are problematic, too. The least objectionable time 
seems to be during the school day, but even then teachers 
feel pressured in preparing for a substitute, worrying 
about their class( es) during their absence, and deallllg 
with what they might find on their return. Providing 
release time economically and ensuring that student 
learning takes place will be necessary to overcome this 
obstacle. 

2. Teachers resent pedagogical approaches that treat 
them like children. Teachers want activities that 
acknowledge them as self-directed adult learners who 
are very time-conscious, have specific concerns about 
immediate issues, and bring rich stores of experiences 
with which to process new infonnation (Knowles, 1990). 
They need ISD choices and alternatives because aU ,u-e 
not at the same stage of readiness, expeJience, or interest. 

3. Teachers fee/threatened by inferences that they 
are incompetent. This is pmticularly cogent in reference 
to professional development experiences for the gifted 
and talented program. Neither the novice teacher nor 
the veteran teacher likes be considered incapable of 
teaching the brightest students. 

4. Some teachers believe gifted programs are ullfair 
10 sludents not identified as gifted. In spite of the special 
instruction and resources that activities like varsity sports 
receive, programs that help "varsity intellectuals" excel 
tend to be less well accepted. This possibility requires 
careful attention from gifted progrmn staff developers. 
While this attitude is nothing new, overcoming the 
concern should be approached in ways that increase 
oPPOltunities for positive ripple effects. For example, 
professional development that emphasizes thinking skills, 
interest-based independent and collaborative study, 
creativity, leadership, and artistic Or technological talent 
does not belong exclusively to gifted education programs. 
It is just that facilitators for gifted education have provided 
strong leadership in these areaS through their work with 
gifted and talented students. However, the methods are 
useful for students not included in the typical 2-5% pool 
of formally identified gifted students. They can be 
applied to the diverse needs and abilities of up to one 
fourth or even one third Or more of the students without 
compromising or diluting the benefits for identitied gifted 
students. Tn doing so, more students will be encouraged 
to achieve at high levels. As teachers become 
comfortable with the structures and strategies, they will 
incorporate more gifted education concepts into general 

classrooms and curriculum where gifted students, along 
with many other very capable learners, spend most of 
their school day. 

PLANNING AN!> IMPI.EMENTING PROFESSIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT 
How can gifted program ISD be delivered so that it is 

most effective? Not many texts for education of gifted 
develop this topic thoroughly (Dettmer, 1986). Neither 
is it a conunon practice for syllabi of gifted education 
courses to emphasize plmming and implementation of staff 
development. Although a good number of gifted 
education staff conduct awareness sessions now and then 
for their local schools, time and cost demands can sholt
circuit vital ISD processes of needs assessment, 
preparation, evaluation, and follow-up and follow-tlu'ough 
that are so important for initiating long-term change. 
Furthermore, awareness sessions otien are presented for 
one's own colleagues, and as Smith-WestbelTY and Job 
(1986) pointed out, being an ISD prophet in one's own 
professional land can be difficult. 

Guskey (1985) sets aside the traditional staff 
development concept of seeking change in teacher 
attitudes, then modifying teaching behaviors, and finally 
expecting progress in student outcomes, to take a different 
approach. He recommends that staff developers first 
prepare teachers to use strategies that will work in their 
classrooms. As students succeed, schools look good and 
teachers feel good about what they are doing. Then and 
only then will teachers alter their attitudes and beliefs. 
This simple but practical approach can be an extremely 
important prototype for gifted education personnel, 
resulting in significant positive ripple effects from the 
program. A flow chart description of the model would 
be (Guskey, 1985, p. 58), with bracketed parts added: 
"[Gifted Program 1 Staff Development- > Change in 
Teachers' Classroom Practices-> Change in Student 
Learning Outcomes [for gifted and others not formally 
identified as gifted]-> Change in Teachers' Beliefs and 
Attitudes [toward very able students and gifted program 
practices J." Reis and Westberg (1994) promote Guskey' s 
plan for teacher change in their research on the impact of 
staff development upon teacher ability to modify 
curriculum for gifted and talented students. 

ISD for gifted programs should target novice, 
experienced, and veteran teachers. Novice teachers spend 
several years preparing for their profession, but few 
receive much exposure to gifted and talented education 
in the preservice program. Research by Tomlinson and 
associates (1994) indicates that novices believe they 
should adjust instruction to challenge learners, but pJior 
expeJiences have molded their views on education and 
distorted their attitudes toward learning needs of gifted 
children. So with initial certificate in hand they walk into 
their first classroom, close the door, and begin to teach. 
They are virtually alone in a complex setting that very 
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PROfESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

likely includes one or more gifted students along with 
students who have leaming and behavioral disabilities, 
but they have had little or no preparation for serving the 
very able and their learning needs. 

Experienced teachers can also be underequipped for 
challenging vely bright students. Some veteran teacher~ 
are ~hackled by curriculum and conventions of " ... the 
way we've always done it," or H ... what works best for 
me," along with occasional baggage of bias concerning 
gifted and talented individuals in general. 

Teachers are responsible for teaching special needs 
students in special ways, but they are supposed to receive 
help. One component of this help is professional 
development. School administrators must carve out time 
for the ISD and monitor its success. However, in many 
cases ~chool administrators are among the least informed 
about nature and needs of gifted students, and SOme may 
be only marginally supportive of significant cuniculum 
differentiation for gifted and talented needs. It i~ not 
unusual for building administrators to have had only a 
brief lecture in one exceptional child course, at most, on 
gifted and talented individuals. To exacerbate the 
situation, too many administrators do not take an active 
role as pmticipants in gifted program staff development 
where they could become more attuned to the needs and 
possibilities. 

Professional development personnel should monitor 
college and university certification programs for teachers, 
counselors, and school administrators, and press for 
coursework On gifted and talented education in those areas. 
Until this happens, ISD activities will have to fill in the 
gaps. ISD planners also need to find out about successes 
and shortcomings of CUlJ'ent teachers with gifted students, 
and address any gaps there. 

The place to begin planning professional 
development is with needs sensing (Dettmer, Dyck, & 
Thurston, 1996: Dettmer & Landrum, 1997). Needs 
sensing is a radar-type ~can of existing conditions and 
potential directions that will be used to frame the needs 
assessment. Needs sensing could take the form of inquiry 
such as "Have we ever ... ?" or "I wish ... " or HIt would 
be good if ... ," in informal settings such as interviews, 
observations, and staff brain~tol1uing sessions. Then the 
needs assessment would focus on specific areas of need 
and possibility by asking "How should we ... ?" and "Our 
students must have ... " and "In order to ... we need to . 
.. ". Needs assessments are best conducted formally so 
the information gathered can be grouped in a database 
and used to develop ISD goals. Profe"ional development 
can be stluctut'ed, as in scheduled pre~entations. visitations 
to successful programs, worksh(lps, guided study, 
demonstration teaching, exchange programs between 
rural/urban or special school/inclusive ~chool, videotape 
~elies, university courses, specialized programs such as 
Advanced Placement training, packets for targeted groups 
that include administrators and school board~, and more. 

Other professional development experiences may be 
rather informal, such as bulletin board and materials 
displays, impromptu discussions, observations of others 
teaching, newsletters and handouts, sharing experiences 
with other professionals, and reading about relevant topics. 

Conferences and conventions on educating gifted and 
talented are rich sources of professional development 
oppOltunity. The November '97 TAGT conference in 
Austin that hosted over six thousand registrant~ was a 
huge inservice and staff development vehicle. Pruticipants 
in such events would benefit from preparing an Individual 
Conference Plan (ICP) that approximates the IEPs they 
develop for individualizing education of exceptional 
students. A statement of one's current perfonuance 
level (in this case awareness of gifted and talented issues), 
and justification for attendance (the need to become more 
knowledgeable about a topic concerning giftedness and 
talents) would help frame individual goals fo]' the 
conference. As just one example, a goal and 
accompanying objectives might be: 

1. At the conference I will acquire information 
on developing strong home-school 
paltnerships for the benefit of gifted students. 
1.1 Attend a session that focu~es on 

developing collaboration among school, 
family, and community educators for the 
benefit of gifted students. 

1.2 Network at a luncheon or have dinner 
with individuals from district~ that 
have acti ve parent groups supporting 
education of gifted and talented. 

The Iep could be helpful in several ways-to convince 
school administrators that release time and perhaps 
assistance with registration fees are justified: to help focus 
on purposes for participation so convention time is most 
productive; and to prepare a follOW-Up report about the 
conference for sharing with colleagues who could not 
attend. 

Models for gifted program professional development 
are appearing more frequently in the professional 
literature. Some are presented in topical issues of 
publications such as Gifted Child Quarterly and Roeper 
Review. Others are featured at national and regional 
conferences. One plan described by Ruckman and 
Feldhusen (1988) targets the need for more emphasis on 
administrator awareness. Another project requires that 
participation in ISD will consist of teams which include 
one school administrator, one classroom teacher, and 
one facilitator for gifted programs. The staff development 
component of the School wide Enrichment Model is 
well known and researched (Reis and Westberg, 
1994). Schlichter's Talents Unlimited Inservice Model 
for Teaching Tbinking Skills (1986) is an example (If 
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

generating positive ripple effects that reach student~ with 
varying backgrounds and diverse abilities. Models for 
distance learning and networking through 
telecommunications (Clasen and Clasen, 1989) and the 
Vermont Portfolio networks (Pennell and Fire~tone, 1998) 
are promising for districts where attendance centers and 
personnel are far removed from each other geographically. 
However, more examples of professional development 
structures and outcomes are needed. Hansen and 
Feldhusen (1994) point out the need for research and 
evaluation on effects of training models for instructional 
programs intended to serve gifted students. 

Numerous resources are available for developing 
effective ISD techniques. The Journal of Staff 
Development focuses on designs and strategies for 
professional growth, with each quarterly issue providing 
suggestions for planning and implementing high quality 
activities. Books such a~ the one by Garmston and 
Wellman (1992) on making better presentations are both 
ISD tools and resources for classroom teaching 
techniques. The service publication provided by the 
Professional Development Division of NAGC (Dettmer 
and Landrum, 1997) focuses specifically on staff 
development for gifted programs. Of course, any model 
or method should be constructed around the needs 
sensing/assessment information for the patticulal' school 
context. As Wineburg & Grossman (1998) put it, a 
presentation that tries to speak equally to the interests of 
calculus, gym, French, and physics teachers, is virtually 
certain to only tinker at the margins of the application. 

No professional development expelience is complete 
without analyzing the effect on school personnel and 
student achievement outcomes. An evaluation of ISD 
should determine whether the content was meaningful 
and relevant to each participant. It also should ascertain 
strengths and shortcomings of the expelience, and most 
of all discover which ideas participants plan to use. 
Responses could be solicited for what participant~ would 
like to know more abont. Follow-up to ISD after a certain 
period of time determines what a5pects of the material 
participants have used and their perceived success level. 
It also could ask abont positive ripple effects created by 
adopting the ideas. Follow-through activities on a regular 
basis would provide encouragement and opportunities 
for coaching in use of the new strategies. 

MULTIPLIER BENEFITS 
Schools that modify school cumculum not only for 

identified gifted and talented but for mmginally gifted 
students as well can expect multiple benefits from the 
efforts. Positive effects of professional development to 
help all teachers and administrators learn about high ability 
and differentiated learning option~ can include: 

1. Challenging all students with great expectations 
and strong encou..agement to do their best. Many more 
students than just the highest achieving 2·5% can be 

functioning at the level now labeled gifted if teachers are 
prepared for addressing diverse needs of their students, 
developing stimulating lessons and mateliab, exposing 
and deflating peer pressure not to succeed, conducting 
appropliate assessment. and cultivating home-school 
partnerships. 

2. Making schools and teachers look good. Striving 
for the highest possible achievement by a broadened pool 
of bright, talented students will enhance the cumculum, 
textbooks, resources, teaching methods, student and 
teacher productivity, school and district test scores and 
recognitions, and public relations for ~chools. It may also 
generate more interest by bright, capable people in 
becoming future educators. Many teachers participate in 
gifted education course work or workshops to lemn skills 
that will help all students maximize their potential. Such 
teachers are instrumental in enhancing student 
achievement and upgrading the school"s image. Neglect 
of such golden opportunities in favor of a pseudo
egalitarian approach where teachers insist on teaching "to 
the middle," because it isn't "fair" to do otherwise, will 
bog students and teachers down in a pool of unfulfilling 
mediocrity. 

3. Pleasing parents and satisfying communities. 
One parent, on being informed of the movement toward 
fully inclusionary schools, asked. "If the classroom is the 
appropriate setting for those with serious learning 
problems 01' behavior disorders, does this mean my gifted 
child will get worse?" This candid question must be 
addressed. Professional development that connects with 
homes and communities can clem up misunderstandings 
such as this and link home and school educators in ways 
that multiply the impact of education on students' lives 
and community values toward life-long learning. 

4. Optimizing opportunities for collabo..ation and 
networking. Adults still have much to learn about valuing 
individual differences among adults and using those 
differences constructively in collaborative professional 
arenas. Interaction among teachers, content and talent 
experts and mentors, counselors and advisors, community 
leaders, cumculum and textbook developers, policy· 
makers, community leaders, and families through 
carefully designed and well-prepared professional 
development will compound the multiplier effects far 
beyond the typical ISD outcomes. 

5. Encouraging action research. Individual, 
collaborative, and/or schoolwide action research helps 
educators seek solutions for their concerns (Calhoun, 
1994). In action reseat'ch the researchers target an area of 
interest, and collect and interpret on-site data to 
determine actions and make decisions. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOI'MRNT AREA OF TIlE 

TEXAS STATE PLAN 
A plan for Texas schools is in place that can create 

(See DETIMER, page 23) 
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Making Sense of Chaos 
Staff Development for Teachers of the Gifted 

Conventional wisdom holds that some 
professionals are simply better at their work than others. 
Some engineers design better than others. Some lawyers 
move beyond legal knowledge to skills of negotiation, 
mediation, or litigation. Some 

Kathy Hargrove 

graduate courses. Effective staff development 
acknowledges the importance both of life experiences 
and of preservice teacher training. It allows for continued 
development of technical expertise while providing a 

formal support system designed to 
managers make better sense of 
confusion. Similarly, some 
teachers instruct better than 
others. Outstanding practitioners 
in any field don't necessarily 
have more professional 
knowledge than others, but they 
are frequently thought to have 
wisdom, talent, intuitive ability, 
or mtistry. Unfortunately, such 
approbation tends to shut off 
inquiry into outstanding teaching 
practice, for wisdom, intuition, 
and artistry name mysterious, 
indefinable abilities. Instead of 
bringing teachers closer to 

I like this thing about 
responsibility. You 

take the daily chaos 
and make 

some sense of 
things. 

help teachers deal with experiences 
they describe as painful role 
overload, anxiety, difficult pupils, 
heavy time investment, close 
monitoring, and, perhaps most 
important, feelings of isolation. 
Even more, effective staff 
development should help teachers 
move beyond merely finding relief 
from their pain to developing their 
abilities to question, analyze, and 
reflect on the events outside the 
range of ordinary expectations 
(Schon, p. 68). Schon describes a 
project for experienced teachers at 

(A beginning teacher of gifted 
students) 

quality performances, these terms actually distance 
professionals from the ways of doing and being that they 
most need to understand. 

In The R~flective Practitioner (1983), D. A. Schon 
examines how quality professionals actually employ those 
mysterious qualities of wisdom, talent, intuition, and 
mtistry. For him, the key is the process of reflection, 
particularly in situations of uncertainty, uniqueness, and 
value conflict. He is interested in the ways that competent 
professionals, including teachers, become aware of 
puzzling events that occur during practice as well as in 
their ability to analyze and explore these events. 
"Reflection-in-action" is his term for how these 
professionals operate in their work worlds; he believes 
that it is the entire process of reflection-in-action which 
is central to the art of their professionalism. He contrasts 
this making sense of experience with academic, theoretical 
knowledge learned in school. His theory of professional 
knowledge comes from concentrating on interactions in 
which more experienced practitioners try to help less 
experienced colleagues learn to do their work. 

Schon's work has much to say both to planners of 
and participants in staff development efforts, whether 
these efforts are short after-school workshops, institutes 
lasting one or more days, reading discussion groups, or 

MIT which was organized around 
the concepts of reflection and experiment: ' 

The group of researchers have encouraged a 
small group of teachers to explore their own 
intuitive thinking about apparently simple tasks 
... The teachers have allowed themselves to 
become confused about subjects they are 
supposed to know; and as they have tried to 

\ work their way out of their confusions, they 
have also begun to think differently about 
teaching and learning. (pp. 6-7) 

Effective staff development for teachers of the gifted 
should foster reflection-in-action and the development 
of knowledge-in-action. 

What does such staff development actually do? By 
focusing on reflection-in-action, it helps teachers make 
sense of experience and gives value to the knowledge
in-action which they have already developed. As 
professionals reflect, they become researchers into 
their own practice. They move beyond practicing the 
basic skills of their profession, past solving particular 
defined problems by the application of specific remedies, 
and toward reflection and examination. They discover 
and reflect on the unique problems of working with 
gifted youth and develop in personal ways their art of 

(See HARGROVE, page 27) 
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Sparks From the Heart 
Conducting Successful Gifted and Talented 
Inservice Workshops 

I'm sure we've all attended a bad inservice 
workshop sometime in our lives. No doubt we can all 
recall a time when we sat through a workshop where the 
single-toned presenter, droning on and on, was as exciting 
and inspiring as a week-old cup of sludgy coffee, Or a 
time when we endured a presentation that was so 
disorganized that it made the Three Stooges look like the 
masters of design, clarity, and focus, Or even a time when 
we listened to the presenter spend an entire workshop 
spouting (or reading!) some erudite, philosophically
oriented educational theOlY like "The Ontological Basis 
of the Construction of a Postmodel11 Dialectic to Serve 
as a Malleable Discourse Site for 

Keith Polette 

who your audience is and what they will most likely want 
from your workshop. Since your audience will most likely 
be comprised of teachers, it is a good idea to remember 
that teachers are not the same as children in a classroom; 
teachers have different backgrounds, opinions, needs, and 
concerns, They also have a good deal of previous 
expel;ence with, and prior knowledge about, teaching and 
learning, As such, teachers will gauge your workshop 
presentation against their own internal "touchstones" of 
what they already know about effective teaching and 
against those techniques they have previously used in the 
classroom, Consequently, teachers will be looking for 

Ascertaining and Differentiating the 
Intertextual Foundations of 
Giftedness," without once bringing it 
into the world of practical application, 
Such workshops as these are celtainly 
ones where no "sparks" are flying 
"out of the mouths" of the presenters; 
rather they are ones where the 
presenters' words and methods are 
little more than dead (and deadening) 
embers, 

When the heart 

teaching techniques and ideas that 
m'e, at the very least, as good as, if 
not better than, their own, 

Teachers are also busy people, 
They have lessons to plan, 
assignments to grade, and problems 
to solve--and they have a limited 
amount of time to do these things. 
As such, teachers are generally 
looking for ideas and techniques 
that will help them manage their 
time and duties and solve their 

is afire, some 
sparks will fly out 

of the mouth. 

Thomas Fuller. Gnomologia 

During such workshops, teachers 
usually turn off and tune out-and rightly sol-and do 
other things to pass the time: they balance checkbooks, 
read newspapers, work on lesson plans, chat with other 
teachers, or even fall asleep--behaviors that the presenters 
in these dull workshops most likely neither expected nor 
planned for, Indeed, even if the presenters don't know 
the difference between a spark-filled and a dead-ember 
workshop, teachers do, and they act accordingly, 

What if, however, you are asked to present an 
inservice workshop? What steps can you take to ensure 
that your workshop is so spark- filled that it keeps teachers 
actively engaged in your presentation from stmt to finish? 
Here are some ideas that can help tum any workshop 
into One where the sparks are flying, Specifically, in my 
years of giving inservice presentations throughout the 
United States and Canada (I began in 1986), I have 
discovered that there are three basic "rules" to follow for 
giving effective presentations. 

Rule # 1: BE INFORMED 
• Know Your Audience 
Before you begin a presentation, it is important to know 

problems more efficiently and 
effectively. They are not looking for ideas and techniques 
that they already know, For instance, I recently attended 
a literacy workshop at a national meeting where the 
presenters spent the entire time-an hour and thirty 
minutes-attempting to "prove" that "many students have 
reading difficulties" They outlined some of the problems 
that they had observed among students and then showed 
a thilty minute video tape of a few students who clearly 
had the kinds of probJems they had outlined reading aloud, 
Finally, at the end of the workshop, One audience member 
asked this question: "Okay, you've shown us that kids 
have reading problems, which is something we already 
know, but what do we do about it? Do you have any 
solutions?" One of the presenters answered: "Oh, if you'll 
Jook in the handout, you '11 see a few ideas that I sketched, 
They might help," With this, the workshop ended, and 
the audience left shaking their heads, Suffice it to say, 
the presenters didn't know their audience very well. If 
they had, they would have restructured the workshop to 
meet the audience's needs, To that end, they probably 
should have spent ten minutes defining the kinds of 
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reading problems that students have and an hour and 
twenty minutes sharing strategies for helping teachers 
belp students solve those problems. 

Additionally, teachers, in general, have developed 
"pedagogical filters" and tend to be suspicious about
and resistant to-any idea or technique that appears to 
be too radical, too risky, or overly intellectual. That 
means that titles (and topics) like, "Throw Out Your 
Lessons Plans and 'Wing It' With Kids," "Make the 
Psychic Connection Come Alive in Your Classroom," 
and "Become the 'Nintendo Teacher' You've Always 
Wanted to Be," are more the stuff of tabloid journalism 
than they are for inservice workshops. Remember: if 
your workshop doesn't present ideas and strategies that 
can be fitted easily and immediately into a teacher's 
existing curriculum, it probably won't fly. 

• Know Your Purpose 
You should be able to state your purpose-that is, 

your objectives-in one sentence. Your purpose, 
moreover, should be specific and clear. If it is not, or if 
you can't state it in one sentence, then you probably 
need to spend more time thinking about what you want 
to accomplish in your workshop before you present it. 
For instance, a statement of purpose that reads, "This 
workshop will show ways to get gifted students to be 
better thinkers," is too vague. A better statement might 
be, "This workshop will present five practical strategies 
which are grounded in Bogdan's 'constructivist theory' 
for helping gifted elementary students develop stronger 
analytical reading skills." 

• Know Your Topic 
As a presenter, it is essential that you know what 

you are talking about. This may seem obvious, but the 
importance of solid topic knowledge can't be stressed 
enough. Whatever topic you are presenting-whether 
it is literature-based instruction pedagogy, approaches 
to critic.'ll reading, strategies for developing higher order 
thinking skill, process wtiting activities, a model for 
differentiating gifted and talented thinking processes, 
collaborative learning, alternative evaluation teclmiques, 
or problem solving strategies-be sure that you know 
your material backwards and forwards and that you have 
really thought about what you know. Remember: since 
you have been asked to present a workshop, you are 
going to be thought of as the expert. 

One thing that distinguishes a sparkling inservice 
presentation from a lukewann one is that in the fonner 
the presenter has made him or herself, if not an expert, 
at least someone who is very well informed about his or 
her topic; in the latter the presenter's knowledge of the 
topic usually does not extend very far beyond the way 
he or she has used it in the classroom or what he or she 

has read in a book or article. For example, let's say that 
you're going to present a workshop on the topic of "Using 
Guided Imagery as a Prewriting Technique with Gifted 
Middle School Students." It will not be enough to simply 
demonstrate the teclmique and to tell your audience that 
you have used guided imagery with your students "many 
times" and "it has always been a success." Of course 
demonstration and anecdotal evidence are important, but 
successful workshops go beyond these two areas. Which 
is to say, in order to be a successful and professional 
presenter, you must have done suft'icient research so that 
you will know something both about the history of guided 
imagery (that it is grounded in Platonic thinking) and how 
it enhances cognitive processes (c. G. Jung, Howard 
Gardner, Jane Healy, Jerome Bruner, and Dorothy and 
Jerome Singer effectively argue that it does). Additionally, 
it will serve you well to have examples written by students 
who have engaged in the guided imagery technique. In 
other words, even though a presenter may conduct a 
workshop on an interesting topic, ifhe or she doesn't know 
where the topic came from, doesn't know why it works, 
and doesn't have clear examples of its effectiveness, then 
the workshop runs a strong risk of falling flat. 

• Know Yourself 
Although the advice from Polonius to his son Laertes 

in Hamlet is generally considered by critics to be ironic, 
it does hold true for those of us who present inservice 
workshops: "To thine own self be true." Which is to say, 
it is important to know who you are as a presenter, what 
your educational values are, what theorists infOlm your 
thinking, and how these combine to define your approach. 
Remember: your approach is the ground"zero of your 
presentation; everything you do as a presenter stems 
from it. Thus, your approach must be well defined in 
your own mind; and you must be "true" to your approach. 

For example, over the years, I have come to define 
myself, both as a teacher and a workshop presenter, as 
what I would call "a literature-based, dialectical 
suucturalist" (please pardon the heavy handle). By that 
I mean, first, that I use literature as the basis for everything 
I teach and present: from reading to writing to researching 
to thinking. Second, because I place great value on the 
wedding of divergent and convergent thinking, I have 
spent many years devising efficacious strategies
structures-that assist students and teachers in finding 
ways to yoke these dialectical processes. These structures 
give students guidelines to follow and help keep them 
from getting lost in thought. The metaphor I use when 
working with students is this: the guidelines I'm 
giving you for thinking are like vases; even though they 
are clearly defined structures, you can fill them with 
anything-any thought"you want. Because students 
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(and teachers who attend the workshops I present) know 
exactly what they are being asked to do while 
simnltaneously recognizing that the activities are allowing 
them the freedom to take risks within well-defined 
parameters, they usually end up surprising themselves 
by thinking thoughts they have never thought before. 

Finally, I know that my own thinking and my 
approach to teaching and presenting are informed by a 
wide range of theorists, thinkers, and writers, such as C. 
G. Jung, James Hillman, Howard Gardner, Dorothy and 
Jerome Singer, Jerome Bruner, Jane Healy, Mihaly 
Csikszentmihalyi, Walter Ong, Deanne Bogdan, Kieran 
Egan, Octavio Paz, Jorge Luis Borges, Denise Levertov, 
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Jane Yolen, Maurice Sendak, and 
Anthony Browne (to name but a few). Consequently, I 
have tried (and continue to try!) to synthesize ideas from 
among them all in order to create my own "dialectical" 
approach. 

Rule # 2: GET YOUR AUDIENCE INVOLVED. 
Audience involvement is a clucial element of a 

successful inservice presentation. When audiences are 
fully involved in a presentation, the time for both the 
presenter and the audience flies by. If, however, you fail 
to get your audience thoroughly involved in your 
presentation, the presentation time will feel like an eternity; 
you rnight as well be talking to an empty room. 

Two effective ways to get your audience thoroughly 
involved in your presentation are through the use of open
ended questions and clearly designed workshop activities. 

Open-ended questions work very well at the 
beginning of the workshop to establish rapport and 
throughout the workshop as ways to maintain rapport and 
to introduce specific material that you are going to present. 
For example, at the opening of my workshops on 
differentiated gifted thinking processes, I display a large 
number ofthese processes on a screen (the audience also 
has the same material in their handout.) and ask the 
following question: "Which of these thinking processes 
are the most important ones? There can be no wrong 
answers to this question." Because they know they cannot 
fail and that it is okay to take a risk, many (if not most) 
audience members will offer answers to the question. As 
a result, I have a much easier time establishing a deeper 
rapport with them. and I am then able to lead them 
effm1lessly into the follow-up activity that reveals that all 
the thinking processes I display on the screen are 
impot1ant-although some are more important in some 
situations than others. 

Open-ended questions also work well as a way to 
introduce various topics throughoUlthe workshop and to 
maintain the mpport that was initially established with 
the first question. For instance, before introducing a 

writing strategy based on Janet and Allen Ahlberg's The 
Jolly Postman to teachers of elementary gifted and talented 
students, I ask this question: "How many purposes for 
letters Can you name?" Because they know attbis point 
that I will accept their answers, the audience offers a 
myriad number. And I can tell you that our intemction at 
this point is quite lively! Once I have written down the 
plethora of purposes they offer, I then share three of the 
letters from the book and ask the audience to identify the 
purposes that inform each letter. Through this kind of 
exchange of question-answer-application, the workshop 
audience discovers that they are sharing in the running of 
the workshop and that their ideas are just as important
if not more important!-than mine. 

Besides open-ended questions. activities are essential 
for keeping the workshop audience focused and involved. 
I have found that for activities to be successful, they must 
exemplify a particular point you are presenting, they must 
be clear, they must not be too taxing or take too long to 
complete, and they must be stroctured to ensure success. 
For instance, before I present a persuasive writing 
technique to teachers of upper elementary gifted and 
talented students, I fIrst make the point that to be effective 
persuaders, students must develop fluent, flexible, original, 
analytical, and evaluative thinking. I then ask the audience 
to engage in an activity that is designed to stimulate those 
very thinking processes. Because I am using Shel 
Silverstein's "Who Wants A Cheap Rhinoceros?" as 
the basis of the persuasive writing activity, 1 ask the 
audience members to think of as many practical uses as 
possible around the house for a rhinoceros. I also tell 
them to make a long list of ideas (fluency), that the ideas 
may be both convergent and divergent (flexibility and 
originality), and that every idea, as long as it adheres to 
the directions, will be correct. Once the audience members 
have generated their lists of ideas, I then ask them to share 
what they have written. This stage is important because 
they are not only sharing ideas with me, but with one 
another as well. In other words, their sense of audience 
for their thinking and writing has expanded beyond me 
to the other people in the room. Moreover, not only do 
the readers become involved, but the entire room does as 
well-tIu'ough laughter and applause at the strange and 
outrageous uses of a rhinoceros around the house! 

Once the audience members have fInished sharing 
their ideas, I then tell them that we are going to assume 
the role of a child trying to persuade his/her parents to 
buy a "cheap rhinoceros." I direct the audience to choose 
the person they want to persuade (mother or father) and 
then choose three items from their list of rhino-uses that 
would most appeal to either mother or father. In choosing 

(See POLETIE, page 28) 
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Here are a few other Ideas that will help 

you create a successful workshop. 

o If you are new to presenting, practice the presentation at least five times before you give It. 
o Have a brief introduction about yourself written down--especially if someone else Is going to introduce you. 
o Begin the workshop with a sure-fire opening. Begin energetically; act like you can't walt to get going. If you need 
to, memorize the opening (but only the opening I so that you don't have to think about what you're going to say when you 
start. Remember: the audience Is most likely going to make up their minds about you In the first two minutes. 
o Begin the workshop by telling the audience whcrt you will cover. Then offer a breakdown of your main points. 
Throughout the workshop touch upon your points again and again. In other words, tell the audience how each activity or 
idea exemplifies one of your main pOints. 
o Be organized, but be flexible, Be prepared to shift gears If something you are presenting is not meeting the needs 
of your audience. 
o Have more than enough material on hand. In other words, over prepare. One of the worst things that can happen 
to you Is to run out of material. 
• Use some kind of YisuClI Clid: transparencies, slides, or an LCD plate. I prefer to work with transparencies because 
they are immediately accessible. Because they are not prearranged in slots like slides or preprogrammed like a 
computer/LCD, I can change the direction of my workshop at a moment's notice (this kind of flexibility Is essential!). I 
don't have to re-sort slides Or reprogram a computer. If you use transpClren~ie$, however, make the print large enough 
(I.e. at least 24 point) so that no one In the audience has to strain to read them. Also, If you use an overhead projector, 
always turn it off when you are not using It land make sure that you have on extra bulb on hand). 
o Use music as background when you are reading aloud or telling stories. 
o Give the audience a handout that corresponds to the visual aids you are using. One of the worst ways to break the 
"flow" of a workshop Is when you must stop and allow the audience to write down what you have said or something on 
the screen. 
• Avoid using largon. Do not overuse a particular word or phrase: and do not use such fillers as "ahhh," "you know: 
"like ... ," or "ummmm: Do, however, speak slowly, clearly, and enthusiastically. 
o Use a ml~raphone only when you have to (but do be sure your voice can be heard). 
o Do not use a ledern or podium. Instead, move around the room. Don't be afraid to be animated and to let your 
body show it. 
o If you are asked a question to which you don't know the answer, soy so-- especially If It Is not in your area of 
expertise. If you are asked a question that seems hostile, stay cool. Take a breath and try to relax. Smile. listen to the 
question and paraphrase It back to the questioner. If you have an answer, offer It calmly: but offer it to the entire 
audience, not just to the questioner. Don't get angry at. or enter into a debate with, the questioner. The one thing thot 
will kill a workshop is when a presenter loses his or her cool. One response to a question of hostile intent that generally 
works Is: "Thank you very much for your question. You raise an Interesting Issue, and I'd very much like to discuss It with 
you, but I'm afraid I don't have time right now. as I have many other things that I need to cover. Perhaps we could talk 
about this during the break." Chances are that the questioner will not seek you out during the break. 
o When you present 0 question, allow at least fifteen to twenty seconds to pass before asking for an answer. People 
need time to process questions, especially if the questions are about topics they have not conSidered before. 
o When talking to the audience, establish and maintain eye contact, Talk to the whole group, not just one section. 
o Whenever possible, begin on time. And never go past the time you are supposed to stop. No matter what you 
have to say, It's never more Important than stopping on time. In fad, it's always a good Idea to end the workshop five or 
ten minutes early. 
o Enjoy your topic:. Enloy the audience, Enloy yourself, 
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Sharing the Wealth 

An teachers can be trained to better identify 
and serve gifted and talented students. By providing 
all teachers with the awareness they need about the 
attributes of gifted children, they wi 11 be better pre
pared to recognize those students with special needs. 
By providing all teachers with the wealth of infonna
tion on classroom strategies and instructional deliv
ery for the gifted, all students will benefit and blos
som. In the process, more students' talents will be 
tapped. 

In May, 1992 TAGT published a position paper 
making just that point by recommending that all teach
ers gain a level of awareness in the areas vital to Serv
ing the needs of gifted students. The same position 
paper also states that school districts should provide 
professional development experiences in gifted edu
cation which are comprehensive, focused, and coor
dinated. How a large urban school district with 4,020 
teachers and 64,493 students developed and contin
ues to refine a staff development program that meets 
those goals is the purpose of this article. 

The state requirement for 30 hours of staff devel
opment for teachers of the gifted has been in eifect 
since 1990. In the beginning, districts did not have 
any definitive guidelines On what should comprise the 
components of that training. The result was a cafete
ria style offering which was anything but comprehen
si ve, focused, and coordinated. Participants conld 
pick and choose what they liked and not necessarily 
what they needed for a well-balanced inservice diet. 

In 1995, under the auspices of TAGT, a Texas 
panel of professionals in the field of gifted education 
developed a list of 17 competencies under the umbrella 
of the five core areas which included the following: 

• nature and needs 
• identification and assessment 
• social and emotional needs 
• creativity and instructional strategies 
• differentiated cuniculum 

The intent was to provide districts with a struc
ture for developing a high-quality staff development 
program. 
BASIC TRAINING 

The Core Areas and Teacher Competencies List 
proved a valuable resource in refining and enhancing 

Elizabeth Montes 

the EI Paso ISO staff development program in exist
ence at the time. We had begun our staff develop
ment program by having professionals in the field 
develop a series of modules in the five core areas· 
Each module included a facilitator's script, transpar
encies, and a participant's packet. Consistency and 
uniformity in delivery was our goal. The authors of 
the modules were the OIiginal trainers of teachers, who 
in turn became part of a cadre of trainers in a trainer 
of trainers approach. 

Training is coordinated centrally at the district 
level. A calendar of workshop offerings is distrib" 
uted to campuses throughout the district. Teachers 
and administrators preregister using a standardized 
registration form. The district gifted and talented co
ordinator confirms their registration and makes ar
rangements for release days and/or stipends. 

Teachers initiating their 30 hours of staff devel
opment are given a form on which to document the 
requisite training. When this training is completed, 
the forms are returned to the district gifted and tal
ented coordinator for verification and processing. A 
certificate is issued by the district certification officer 
in Human Resources with a copy sent to the gifted 
and talented coordinator. A database of trained teach
erS is kept by both Human Resources and Gifted and 
Talented. Having coordinators in both depaltments keep 
duplicate records is a fail-safe method for accountabil
ity and verification purposes. 

The above procedure has provided our distlict with 
a high-quality staff development program that is com
prehensi ve, focused, and coordinated. 

OVBR AND BEYOND BASIC TRAfNfNG 

The TAGT Position Statement on Staff Develop" 
ment recommends additional staff training for teachers 
who have met the five core components. This recom
mendation is now a rule of the Texas Administratve 
Code which requires that teachers receive a minimum 
of six hours annually of professional development in 
gifted education (19 TAC 89.2 (2)). 

This is the area in which districts can creatively de
sign staff development tailored to their local needs. For 
example, districts should provide training in the unique 

(See MONTES, page 25) 
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Planning for Staff Development and DEC Visits with the 
Texas State Plan for the Education of Gifted/Talented Students 

The old adage is, "Plan to succeed or fail 
to plan." Appropriate staff development can provide a 
vital link between individual learning needs of gifted 
and talented students and implementation of 
appropriate educational practices. In the fall of 1996, 
the State Board of Education adopted the Texas State 
Plan for the Education of Gifted/Talented Students 
(TEA, 1996). The plan, mandated by the Texas 
Education Code, Chapter 29, is correlated with the State 
Board of Education's (SBOE) rules for gifted and 
talented. For the first time since the 1990 mandate for 
gifted and talented programs, public schools in Texas 
have an accountability system for gifted education. 

This plan for gifted education identifies the level 
of services needed for a program to be considered 
acceptable, recognized, or exemplary. State plan 
standards are monitored by the Texas Education Agency 
through the District Effectiveness and Compliance 
(DEC, 1996) visits. School districts must only meet 
acceptable standards to comply with DEC visits. 
Recognized and exemplary criteria provide targets for 
school districts striving to implement quality 
programming for gifted and talented students. 

Visits to school districts generally occur every fi ve 
years and are driven by the special education program 
of the district. Gifted and talented programs will be 
monitored by TEA when other special population 
programs in the district are monitored. At that time, 
school districts will be required to produce 
documentation that the acceptable standards are being 
met. Although DEC visit evaluations will not affect 
the distJict's accountability ranking, school districts will 
be required to correct any discrepancies noted when 
acceptable standards are not met. 

One item currently being checked by DEC Teams 
is the requirement for staff training. Districts must 
present documentation that teachers of the gifted have 
received the basic thirty hours of training. New 
requirements in the plan require that these same 
teachers receive an additional six hours annually. 
Administrators and counselors with authority for gifted 
program decisions must also participate in six hours of 
professional development that includes nature and 
needs of gifted/talented students and program options 
for gifted/talented students. The 1996 state plan for 
gifted education also requires program evaluation, 
evaluation of professional development activities, and 
inclusion of specific information about meeting the 

Ross Sherman & Beth Fouse 

needs of gifted students on school district and local 
campus improvement plans. 

One way to plan for professional development 
activities and evaluation of district and campus 
programs for gifted students is to use the Texas State 
Plan for the Education of GiftedlTalented Students as 
a needs assessment tool to identify strengths and 
developmental areas. This plan consists of five major 
components with specific items listed under the major 
areas of student assessment, program design, 
cUlTiculum and instruction, professional development, 
and family/community involvement. The checklist in 
Table 1 corresponds to items in the state plan, allowing 
for measurement of the current program against 
standards established for an acceptable, recognized, and 
exemplary program. Many school districts' programs 
may have components that vary from acceptable to 
exemplary. However, to meet the requirements for 
acceptable, the district must meet or exceed every 
requirement under the acceptable column. To be rated 
as recognized, all items under acceptable and 
recognized must be met or exceeded. To be identified 
as having an exemplary program in the gifted and 
talented area, all items in the acceptable, recognized, 
and exemplary columns must be met. 

Table 1 addressing "Professional Development" 
is an example of one of the five major components of 
the plan. In the complete document questions are 
grouped under each component according to 
acceptable, recognized, and exemplary standards. For 
program evaluation purposes, any time the rater 
indicates a "no" response to an item required for 
acceptable standards, the item should be identified as 
an area for cOlTection. "No" responses under recognized 
or exemplary items could be used for additional 
information in the development of campus 
improvement plans. Although all areas of the plan can 
be used to identify needs for professional development, 
palticular attention should be given to the fourth section 
on professional development when identifying staff 
development training needs. 

Table 2, a Planning Guide for Staff Development, 
was also developed to facilitate the process of 
evaluation and planning. It can be used to summarize 
information from Table 1 as well as being used to 
document information collected within the school 
district. For each major area, stakeholders who are to 
be provided information and training are listed. The 
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guide also provides space to identify whether 
information is to be provided in written or oral format. 
If the information is to be presented through an oral 
presentation, the length of the presentation can be listed. 

IMPLICATIONS 

The Texas State Plan for the Education of Gifted/ 
Talented Students should be viewed as a tool tor district 
and campus program planning and evaluation. School 
districts and local campuses must include a plan for gifted 
and talented in district and campus level improvement 
plans. Table 1 can be utilized to facilitate this planning 
and evaluation process. Site-based committees which are 
developed as a result of implementation of this plan should 
include major stakeholders in the gifted and talented 
community: administrators, counselors, classroom 
instructors of the gifted and talented, regular classroom 
teachers, parents of gifted students, and business and 
industry leaders from the community. 

In completing a self-study, districts should address 
the question: "Does the basic curriculum provide a well 
balanced and appropriate education where students 
demonstrate exemplary performance in the reading and 
writing of the English language, and the understanding 
of mathematics, science and social studies?" 
(T.E.CA.002J. If it does, the program for gifted and 
talented students should differentiate and extend the 
cuniculum. 

With the CUlrent statewide emphasis on inclusion from 
a special education perspective, many districts have 
moved to full-time, inclusive settings for gifted students. 
This places the responsibility of education for all students 
on the general education classroom teacher. The classroom 
teacher then becomes responsible for modifying 
curriculum for special education students, providing well
balanced and appropriate instruction for "regular" 
students, and extending and differentiating curriculum for 
gifted and talented students in all four core areas. 

When deciding on a fully inclusive setting, two criteria 
in the state plan should be considered. First, if the 
classroom teacher is truly the instructor for gifted students, 
as stated previously, all classroom teachers in the school 
district must receive the thilty hours of in-service training 
in gifted education. If students are clustered into one 
teacher's classroom at each grade level, only that one 
teacher per grade level would be required to have the thirty 
hours training. 

Additionally, cliterion 2.2A (19 TAC §89.3 llll states 
"Program options enable gifted/talented students to work 
together as a group, work with other students, and work 
independently during the school day as well as the entire 
school year." The district and/or campus must determine 

how regular classroom teachers are going to provide for 
gifted students working together as a group and working 
independently during the school day and school year. If a 
classroom has only one gifted student, arrangements 
would have to made for that student to interact with some 
group of gifted students duling each day. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Gifted education in the state of Texas is changing. It 
is more accountable. More training is required of all 
personnel who work with gifted programs. Stakeholders 
in gifted education should keep up with the mandated 
changes and assist local school districts in meeting the 
mandates. In doing that, gifted education in the state of 
Texas will continue to improve, and school districts will 
do a better job in meeting the needs of diverse gifted 
students in our communities. Remember, "failing to plan 
is planning to fail." 
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Table 1. QUESTIONS FOR EVALUATION OF CAMPUS AND DISTRICT 
GIFTED AND TALENTED PROGRAMS 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: Thi, program component addresses training and knowledge of personnel involved 
in gifted/talented programs. 

YES NO ACCEPTABLE DESCRIPTORS 
Do teachers who provide instruction for gifted and talented students have a minimum of 30 hours of staff 
development in gifted education that includes nature and needs of gifted/talented students, assessing 
student needs. and curriculum and instruction for gifted students? (4.IA) 
Do teachers who provide instruction and services for gifted/talented students receive a minimum of six 
hours of annual staff development in gifted education? (4.2A) 
Do administrators and counselors who have authority for program decisions for the gifted/talented program 
have a minimum of six hours of professional development that includes the nature and needs of gifted/ 
talented students and program options for gifted/talented students? (4.3A) 

YES NO 

YES NO 

Is evaluation of professional development activities for gifted/talented education ongoing with the results of 
the evaluation used in future decision making and staff development plans? (4.4A) 

RECOGNIZED DESCRIPTORS 
Are all teachers encouraged to pursue advanced degrees Or advanced professional development in their 
teaching discipline? (4.1.1R) 
Are teathers provided rekase time to visit other campuses or districts with model programs? (4.1.2R) 
Is a written plan for professional growth developed, implemented and evaluated annually? (4.1.3R) 
Do all teachers receive training in the nature and needs of the gifted and an orientation to the district/or 
campus program for gifted/talented students? (4.2.IR) 
Do new teachers receive an overview of the district's program for gifted/talented students? (4.2.2R) 
h the local board of trostees encouraged to pursue professional development on the Texas State Plan for 
the Education of Giftedrralented Students? (4.3R) 
Are opportunities for professional development in the area of gifted education published and provided on a 
regular basis and disseminated to profes<ionals in the district? (4.4R) 

EXEMPLARY DESCRIPTORS 
Are teachers who provide direct services to the gifted provided release time and/or tuition ""istance to 
pursue an endorsement in gifted education? (4.IE) 
Are mentors provided training in the nature and needs of gifted/talented and the district goals for the 
program? (4.2E) 
Do administrators and counselors who have authority for program decisions for the gifted/talented program 
have a minimum of six hours annually of professional development in gifted education? (4.3E) 
Are the majority of teachers providing advanced level services for gifted/talented students certified? 
(4.4.1E) 
Is the staff development for the gifted program planned and implemented with involvement of district 
gifted/talented teachers? (4.4.2E) 

Note: Numbers in parentheses cOITelate with item, from the Texas State Plan for the Education of Gifted and 
Talented. 
(The complete document will be distributed at the TAGT Coordinators Conference in April. 1998. Single copies can be 

secured by sending a self addre"ed stamped envelope with $0.64 postage to The University of Texas at Tyler, Learning 
Development Center. 3900 University Boulevard, Tyler, Texas 75799 . ) 
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Table 2. PLANNING GUIDE FOR STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

Area Stakeholders Format 

Student Assessment 
Policies ~ Student Identification (l.lA) 

Policies ~ Furloughs, Rea:O>l1ignment, etc. (1.2) 

Policies· Appeals (UA) 

Nominations and Screening - Annual (1.3A) 

Assessment Soun.:es - Quantitative/Qualitative (1.5. I A; 1.5.4A) 

A:oosessment· Language (1,5.2A) 

A:o>sessment· Kindergarten (1.5.3A) 

As:o>essment· Leadership, Artistic and Creativity (1.5.5A) 

AsseSflment ~ Committee (l.7A) 

Program Design 
Learning Opportunities - Four Majot' AI'eas (2.1A) 

Learning Opportunities - Parent.al Notification (2.1A) 

Instructional Arrangements - Varied (2.2A) 

Out.-of-School Experiences - Relevant (2.3A) 

Policies - Credit by Examination and 

Early High School Graduation (2.4A) 
Fund, - Distribution (25A) 

Curriculum and Instruction 
Learning Experiences - Four Academic Areas (3.1 A) 

Learning Ex.periencei> - Advanced Levol Products (3.2A) 

Accelerated Instruction - Areas of Strength (3,3A) 

District and Campus Improvement Plan - OfT Addre:oosed (3AA) 

Professional Development 
Staff Development - Teachel'ii;' Initial (4.1A) 

Staff Development - Teacher<' Annual (4.2A) 
Staff Development - COUilselol's and Administrators (4,3A) 

Staff Development - EYaluation (4.4A) 

Family and Community Involvement 
Student Identification Policies - Di:ooseminated (5. 1 A) 

Service.." Available· Disseminated (5.2A) 

Evaluation of Services - Parental Feedback (5.3A) 

District and Campus Improvement Plan - Parental Input 

KEY: 
Stakeholders 
T Regular Classroom Teachers 
A Admini,trators 
C Counselors 
P Parents 

G 
B 
a 

Oral 

Instructors of Gifted Students 
Bu,incss and Industry LeaderS 
Other 

Written 

Length 

(Hours) 

The number of specific stakeholders needing ,taff development may also be entered. For example, 15T would 
indicale that 15 regular cl""oom teachers needed staff development. 6A would indicate that 6 administrators 
needed appropriate training. 

OralfWritten: Place a " in the blank indicating whether information i, to be delivered in an oral or written format. 
Length: For oral presentations, indicate the length Df the presentation in number of hours. 
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Teaching Teachers to Meet the Needs of the Gifted 

To serve the needs of the gifted in all four 
core areas is a great challenge for many districts as set 
forth by Senate Bill I. CoppellI.S.D. met thls challenge 
with enthusiasm. After all, the gifted program in Coppell 
is aptly named Challenge. 

The Challenge Program presently identifies gifted 
and talented students in the area of General Intellectual 
Ability, Creativity, and Specific Subject - math/science 
or language arts/social studies. All active students are 
served in a homogeneously grouped language mis class
room with endorsed teachers. With the present state man
date, training is required for all middle school math, sci
ence, and history teach-

Karen Kraft and Janis Laughlin 

Qnadrant 4 invites learners to take material and knowl
edge and nse it in a different way and perhaps for a new 
purpose. 

The second principle of McCarthy's theory is to al
ternate between right and left brain activities while pro
gressing through the wheel quadrants. The ultimate con
cept of the 4-MAT theory is to better meet the needs of 
all learners by touching on each learner's area of strength, 
expanding npon each learner's weaknesses, and tapping 
the potential of each side of the brain. 

By teaching the required content through the 4-MAT 
model, Coppell teachers experienced a positive training 

seminar which inspired them 
ers (due to the teaming 
philosophy) and all high 
school math, science, 
and history Pre-AP and 
AP teachers. 

The primary goal 
for this training was to 
design a thirty hour 
seminar which modeled 
curriculum compacting 
by incorporating the 
five required topic areas 

When inner wisdom tells us it's 
time to change ... llke the hermit 
crab, we must find the courage 
to venture into the sea in search 

to meet the needs of gifted 
learners by modifying depth, 
complexity, and pace of cnr
riculnm and utilizing the 4-
MAT Wheel to tonch upon all 
learners' strengths. 

of a new and more 
spacious place to live. SEMINAR OUTLINE 

and utilized Bernice 
McCarthy's 4-MAT 
Lesson Wheel. 

Mary McNamara 
Out of the Sea and Into the Skin 

Day 1: An Introduction to 
4·MAT 

Teachers pmticipate in 
various activities that not only 
educate them on the theories 
of 4-MAT, but identify their 
learner type and brain mode 
dominance. 

McCalthy's theory 
ofiearning rests On two 
principles. The first 
principle defines four 
types of leamers: 

• Type I learners are people oriented; 
• Type 2 learners are analytical; 
• Type 3 learners are practical common sense 

learners; and 
'Type 4 learners continually ask, "What if?". 

The 4-MAT Lesson Wheel progresses through four quad
rants. Each quadrant draws upon a learner's strengths in 
a given area. The pnrpose of Quadrant 1 is to make a 
personal connection with the learner. Quadrant 2 fo
cuses on knowledge acquisition. Quadrant 3 activities 
allow learners hands-on manipulation of information. 

Day 2: The Unique Needs of 
the Gifted 

The focus of this day is to highlight the gifted learner 
and how the gifted are different from other students in 
intellectual capabilities as well as emotional needs. Teach
ers also become familiar with screening procedures of 
the district. 

Day 3: Meeting the Needs of Gifted Leamers 
The concept of depth, complexity, and pace is high

lighted throughout the day's various activities. Teachers 
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become familiar with state requirements and mandates. 

Day 4: Making 4-MAT User Friendly 
Teachers learn the component~ of each 4-MAT Quad

rant and brain mode in relation to classroom activities. 
Teachers also learn to link units of learning through con
cept connections. Finally, teachers take a previously 
taught lesson and rewrite it using the 4-MAT Wheel. 

Day 5: 4-MAT ... A Way of Life 
On this last day of training teachers become familiar 

with George Betts' Autonomous Learner Model, 
Coppell's adopted model for gifted education. Then 
teachers continue placing lessons on the 4-MAT Wheel. 
The primary purpose of this day is to provide teachers 
support for rewriting curriculum to meet the needs of the 
gifted, as well as all learners. 

HIGHLIGHTED ACTIVITIES 
This seminar has been presented a total offour times 

since June 1997. The activities below tended to be fa
vorites among the participants in each seminar group. 

GTSelection Committee: To better understand the 
identification and selection process in the required topic 
area of asseSSment, teachers were provided nameless 
screening profiles and the criteria indicators for identify
ing gifted students in Coppell. Using the cliteria indica
tions, teachers had to detennine if a student qualitled for 
the Challenge Program. If the committee members iden
titied a student as gifted, they then needed to detennine if 
tbe student qualified as General Intellectual Ability, Cre
ative, or Specific Subject - Math/Science or Language 
Arts/Social Studies. After teachers made their recom
mendations, groups reviewed the meaning of norms, stan
dard deviations, standard error of measure, and regres
sion toward the mean. Teachers also discovered the vari
ous reasons for testing inconsistencies. 

Journal Review: In order to increase their aware
ness of the nature and the needs of gifted students, teach
ers were provided time to peruse a wide selection of gifted 
journals. Middle school teachers made great discoveries 
in Oasis and Challenge. The high school teachers gener
ally gravitated towards The Journal of Secondary Gifted 
Education and selected issues of Tempo. One of the teach
ers cOllunented, "I knew these journals were out there, 
but I have never had the time nor the opportunity to read 
any of these articles." This oPPOltunity provided teach
ers time to see techniques and strategies used by other 
teachers of the gifted, share these discoveries with the 
seminar group, and adapt these ideas to their own pur
poses to better meet the needs of the gifted in their class
rooms. 

The Mission Statement: Teachers were asked to 
visually represent the mission statement of the Challenge 
Program in order to ilisplay their comprehension of the 
program's purpose. The mission statement reads: 

The Mission of Challenge, the CISD Gifted and Tal
ented Program, is to develop autonomous, life-long learn
erS by maximizing student potential through appropriate 
curriculum and instruction which provides an array of 
learning experiences differentiated by depth, complexity 
and pace in a risk·free, productive, and creative environ
ment. 

One particular group of teachers created a visual en
titled, "The Mission Statement Pool." On the lower depth 
of the pool, students could rest their feet on the bottom 
while keeping their heads above water. As the depth of 
the pool increased, life preservers were provided along 
the side, just in case students "got in over their heads." 
Help was always nearby. At the deep end of the pool 
there were two diving boards, a two meter and a ten meter 
board. Along one of the sides of the pool were two lap 
lanes so students could work on conditioning and endur
ance. Students could take risks in this pool as they deemed 
appropriate andlor necessary. The pool provided an array 
of oppOltunities to vary pace, depth, and complexity in a 
safe environment meant to maximize student potential. 

A Closing Simile: As a concluding activity for Day 
2 to highlight their learning about the nature of the gifted, 
teachers were asked to respond to the question: How is a 
gifted student like a cotton ball? Below are responses 
from Coppell teachers. 

• No two cotton balls are the same. 
• Cotton balls are very absorbent. 
• Cotton balls come in many different shapes, sizes, 

colors, and densities. 
• Cotton balls can be used for a variety of purposes. 
• Cotton balls can be pulled in many different 

directions at one time. 
• ... but if you stretch them too thinly they will tear 

and rip. 
.... and they cannot be put hack in their original 

shape. 
• Cotton balls come from prickly bushes. The end 

product is soft, but when you're picking cotton, 
sometimes you get 'stuck' by the shell around the 
bloom. 

SEMINAR EVALUATION 
Teachers exited the seminar with a positive concept 

of the needs of gifted leamers, tools and strategies to use 
in their classrooms to meet the needs of the gifted, and an 
understanding of why certain students are served in the 
gifted program. Teachers felt their time had been used 

(See KRAFT / LAUGHLIN, page 22) 
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The In-House Staff Development Model: 
A Plan for Effective Change 

"Good people combined with well
designed staff devefopment programs will result in mean
ingful change, if the content is good ... " (Joyce & Show
ers, 1995 p.15). Any educator who has spent time in the 
school setting is aware of the relationship hetween effec
tive staff development and the increase of student learn
ing. Though we do not question the validity of staff de
velopment, we wrestle with the vehicle for deliveling the 
needed content to the faculty memhers on our school cam
puses in an efficient and effective 
manner. 

Joyce E. Juntune 

ing taken notes, try the idea presented. 
The concept of mini-sessions is supported in the re

search of Buzan (1993) and Anderson (1995). They re
mind uS that more learning occurs when an individual is 
involved in short, single-purpose learning sessions. 
Anderson (1995) also found that as more items of infor
mation are introduced into the learning setting, people 
tend to forget a greater portion of the infonnation pre
sented. We observed that when teachers were faced with 

several ideas to try, they spent their 

I fIrst experienced staff devel
opment training sessions as a young 
classroom teacher in California. 

THE MODEL 
time trying to decide which one to 
try, rather than on how to put the ideas 
into practice. 

Later, I was the outside consultant 
hired to "perfonn a miracle." Hav
ing witnessed the spectrum of staff 
development, I am grateful to an out
standing principal in Minnesota for 
designing and setting up an effec
tive staff development model in the 
school where I was teaching. This 
model has been effective time and 
time again in both small and large 

• mini~sesslons 
The practice of mini-sessions started 

out as a way to help all faculty mem
bers benefit from the conference at
tendance of a few. Any teacher at
tending a conference or out-of-school 
workshop was responsible for bling
ing that expelience back to our fac
ulty through the use of a mini-ses
sion. Our plincipal would meet with 
each person plior to the conference. 

• sharing sessions 

• school-based trainers 

• parent communication 

school distticts. The ongoing research on staff develop
ment also continues to SUppOlt this design (Joyce & Show
ers, 1995); (Glickman, Gordon, & Ross-Gordon, 1995; 
Liebennan, 1995; Sparks & Hirsh, 1997). 

THE MODEL 
The goal of this model was to combine the benefIts 

of outside consultants, state and national educational con
ferences, and local teacher expertise delivered at an af
fordable cost. The model consists of the following four 
components: mini-sessions, sharing sessions, school
based trainers, and parent communication. Each of these 
components can be effective on its own, but together 
they provide a powerful vehicle for change within a 
schoo!. 

Mini-sessions 
Early on, the decision was made to devote a portion 

of our faculty meetings to staff development activities. 
Once a month the meeting would begin with a 20 minute 
fonnal training session. The plincipal wanted the mini
sessions to have a single focus so any teacher in atten
dance could go back to the classroom, and without hav-

Together, they would study the pro
gram and mark sessions which 

seemed to offer infolmation Our school needed. The plin
cipal would once again remind the teacher of hislher re
sponsibility to the rest of the school: For every day in 
attendance ar a conference or workshop, each attendee 
had to conduct a fifteen to twenty minute staff develop
ment session at a faculty meeting. Duling this session, 
the returning teacher was to do the f(lllowing: 

• focus on ideas gained at the conference that matched 
Our school's mission and goals, and/or shed light on 
a problem we were trying to solve; 

• clearly explain to the other teachers the chosen 
idea and match it to the appropriate goal or problem; 

• provide copies of the handouts that illustrated the 
idea in action; 

• conduct an activity that clearly illustrated the idea; 
and 

• limit the session to only one or two workable ideas. 

Sharing Sessions 
Since teachers need opportunities to practice and try 

the ideas presented duling staff development sessions 
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(Joyce & Showers, 1995), two weeks after a morning 
mini-session, an afternoon sharing meeting was sched
uled, These meetings were held at the end of the school 
day and were only fifteen to twenty minutes in length, 
Teachers were put into groups of four, Sometimes teach
ers were grouped according to grade level or content area. 
At other times, they were 

grades and one from the upper grades. At the middle 
school and high school level, one teacher was chosen trom 
each of the core content areas. These teachers took the 
material from their summer training and with the assis
tance of the district staff development person or the out
side consultant conducting the training, organized the 

material into small, single 
mixed across a two year 
grade level span. Teachers 
had to bring an example of 
one way they had applied the 
idea presented during the 
morning training session. 
The sharing sessions also 
provided teachers with an 
opportunity to learn from 
each other and ask clarifying 
questions (Lieberman, 
1995). 

Mini-Session Format 
entity units. Figure 1 shows 
the outline the teachers fol
lowed for their mini-session 
presentations. Figure 2 il
lustrates how basic creative 
thinking strategies look in 
the mini-session format. 
This model provided a 

framework for formalized 
training of a variety of con
tent with the faculty. It was 
used to learn instructional 
strategies such as higher or
der thinking and problem 
solving skills. It was the ve
hicle used to acquaint our 
faculty with the definitions 

1. Review previous concept. 
2. Introduce new concept. 
3. Conduct a group activity using 

the new concept. 
4. Review the new concept. 

At the end of the shar
ing time, the lesson examples 
(and copies of any student 
responses) were gathered 
and placed into a file cabinet 
in the library/media center. 

S. Provide examples of classroom 
applications of the new concept. 

Figure 7 

Each grade level had a drawer. There were drawer divid
ers for each content area. Teachers were encouraged to 
browse through these lessons to find additional ways to 
apply the ideas which had been presented in the moming 
training sessions. 

School-based Trainers 
The research on staff development points to the im

portance of tcachers being involved in the training pro
cess (Glickman et aI., 1995); (Sparks & Hirsh, 1997). 
Any teacher attending a conference or off-site workshop 
served as a mini-session leader. Over the course of two 
to three years, most of the teachers served as mini-ses
sion leaders. Rather than a few teachers being Seen as 
authorities, all teachers were partners in the schoolleam
ing process. 

Though the beginnings ofthis model came about as 
a way to share information leamed at conferences with 
the entire faculty, the model became the lifeline for for
malized training of new teaching strategies, updates on 
legislation, and problem-solving sessions for new diffi
culties which arose within our district. 

During the years when formalized training was 
needed, two to five teachers from each building were 
chosen to receive in-depth training with outside consult
ants during the summers. The building trainers were ex
pected to conduct faculty training sessions in their re
spective buildings for the next two to three years. At the 
elementary level, one teacher was chosen from the lower 

for gifted students as well as 
a variety of leaming disabilities. Through formalized 
training sessions teachers leamed how to develop mini
programs (Juntune, 1988; Juntune, 1997) for meeting the 
needs of gifted students within the regular classroom. 

The benefits of using trainers who were also teach
ers within the building was evident at many levels. These 
teachers were walking evidence of "practicing what you 
preach." Any idea presented during the mini-sessions 
had already been tried in their classrooms. A teacher could 
walk by one of these classrooms immediately after the 
session and view student work mounted on bulletin boards 
showing evidence of the idea in practice. 

These teachers were also a part of team planning 
meetings where they were resources for the integration 
of the mini-session ideas into the regular curriculum_ 
Other teachers felt comfortable sharing a success or ask
ing a question during planning periods or after school. 

They were also, as our principal put it, walking bul
letin boards. Every time they walked up and down the 
halls, other teachers were reminded to give these ideas a 
try. No matter how the model was being used during any 
given year, its original use remained: any teacher attend
ing a conference was expected to retulll home ready to 
SHARE. 

Communication with Parents 
Parent updates on our school staff development came 

through the school's monthly newsletter. Each newslet
ter provided a synopsis of what had been covered in the 
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monthly mini-session along with two examples of ways 
to apply the ideas within a home setting. The parents 
were invited to attend any of the monthly mini"sessions. 
Parents were also welcomed into our classrooms at any 
time. TWice a year, parents were invited to the school for 
teacher demonstrations of the ideas learned during the 
year. During this School for Parents Night, teachers 
worked in pairs to walk parents through a lesson they had 
taught during the previous week, which incorporated one 
of the ideas being learned that year. The parents worked 
in small groups. Their work was mounted on the class
room wall. Then the teachers uncovered the wall where 
the student's work on the same lesson had been mounted 
earlier during the week. The parents loved comparing 
their work to that of their children. The next mOl11ing the 
students rushed to their rooms to find out how their par
ents had done on the lesson 

also were an integral part of the process [)f differentiating 
the cu],riculum for our gifted students. 

from the night before. The 
openness with parents 
brought support instead of 
cliticism. I remember the 
principal telling the parents 
at one of the early meetings, 
"We are not experts. We 
are just beginning to learn 
how to help our students 
become thinkers. We are 
going to share with you 
what we know at this time. 
As we learn more, we will 
share it with you." Thepar
ents responded enthusiasti
cally. They were partners 
with us in the education of 
their children! 

Evening parent classes 
were also held fo], parents 
who wanted more informa
tion. During these classes, 
the parents were given in
struction similar to the 
mini-sessions the faculty 
experienced throughout the 
year. The activities in the 
parent session were all ex
amples of how they would 
apply these ideas within the 
home setting. 

The use of a com
mon language and a com-

CONCLUSIONS 

The success of this model can be attributed to the 
application of the principles [)f staff development which 
are again being emphasized in recent literature (Joyce and 
Showers, 1995; Sparks and Hi.rsh, 1997) and an under
standing that learning for adults and learning for chi Idren 
is much the same (Lieberman, 1995). 

Joyce and Showers (1995) emphasize the importance 
of all faculty members participating in staff development 
instead of a few volunteers. With the whole faculty in
volved, slow-moving teachers came on board faster. They 
could see the numbers of teachers around them who were 
pmticipating and seeing changes in their classrooms. The 

critical mass usually won 

Mini-sessions on Creative Thinking 
Session 1 : • fluency 

them over. The principal 
made the application of the 
training a palt of his evalua
tion of teachers and class
rooms. He participated in the 
training, as recommended by 
Joyce and Showers (1995), 
and therefore knew exactly 
what the teachers had heard 

(Aug.) • verbal fluency for unit review 

Session 2: 
(Sept.) 

Session 3: 
(Oct.) 

Session 4: 
(Nov.) 

and pre-writing 
• Idea flow guidelines 
• fluency used at the beginning 

of units 
• flexibility 
• hitchhiking within a category 
• flexibility as a review tool for 

parts of speech and math con 
cepts 

• flexibility as a tool for writing 
• originality 
• the three u's of originality 
• originality as a unit review tool 
• originality in decision making 
• elaboration 
• figural elaboration 
• semantic elaboration 
• graphic organizers and 

elaboration 

Figure 2. 

and experienced. He knew 
the language and could dis
cuss the monthly focus with 
students in the hallways. 

The staff development of 
our school moved fr[)m frag
ments and piecemeal to a 
clear systematic plan (Sparks 
& Hirsh, 1997). The teach
ers knew staff development 
was an ongoing process. It 
was viewed for the l[)ng term 
instead of "the fad of the mo
ment." The teachers had be
come accustomed to thinking 
that if they just avoided lis
tening dnring workshops, 
"this too would pass." Next 
year there would be another 
"new" idea and they would 
not be required to do anything 
except attend another series of 
workshops. 

mon understanding increased parent interest and involve
ment in the educati[)n [)f their children. Several parents 
became volunteers in our classrooms and provided indi
vidual extension activities for our gifted students. They 

Guskey (1986) reminds us 
that teachers change their attitudes when they put ideas 
into practice and see evidence of the change in their stu
dents. Staying with a focus for two to three years gave 
teachers this opportunity. 
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This model proved to be both intensive and system
atic for the teachers involved. As a result. over half of 
the teachers trained using the original model demanded 
oppoltunities for more in-depth work. Related book study 
groups and graduate level courses were arranged for teach
ers who wanted to study the ideas of the mini-sessions in 
greater depth (Juntune, 1979). These opportunities al
lowed teachers to chose a level of staff development which 
matched their individual interest. 

This 0ppoltunity to individualize learning is a nec
essary part of a successful staff development program 
(Glickman et aI., 1995; Sparks & Hirsh, 1997). It takes 
the lid off of the learning process for teachers. Putting 
the lid on teacher development is just as inappropriate as 
putting the lid on a student's learning level. 

Why the need for a strong staff development pro
gram? As Rosie O'Brien Vojtek, the principal of Forest 
Grove School District in Oregon put it (Sparks & Hirsh, 
1997), "Staff development is the most important thing 
we can offer teachers or anyone. The day we stop learn
ing is the day we become a dead society" (p. 100). 

If schools are about learning, then learning for teach
ers should be valued and practiced as diligently as learn
ing for students. Some staff development programs seem 
designed to slow or halt the learning process. This model 
not only invited learning within our school, it accelerated 
it. 
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Like the hermit crab alluded to earlier, the Challenge 
program will venture courageously to meet its next goal, 
providing the annual six-hour up date training sessions. 

Karen Kraft (M. Ed. from the University of North Texas) 
is GT Language Arts teacher at Coppell Hiffh School. 
She has been involved with gijled education for eight 
years and is a member of the district training cadre. 
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cation/or fifteen years. 
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(DETTMER, from page 6) 
positive ripple effect~ throughout schools with the five 
performance areas outlined for education of gifted and 
talented. Three of the performance areas address key 
facets of gifted and talented education-nature, needs, 
and nurture. The [u'st area, Studeut Assessment, stresses 
characteristics, interests, and abilities of gifted and 
tale~ted. The second, Program Design, highlights 
specIal needs of the ve!y able ~d curricular implications 
of those needs. The thmi, Curnculum and Instructiou 
present~ ways of sel'Vi~g the needs through a variety of 
appropnately differentIated learning programs. But it is 
the.foulth performance area, Professioual Development, 
which WIll drive the [u'st three. This component, along 
With support from the fifth one, Family-Commnnity 
Iuvolvement, catalyzes the state plan into a workable 
msliument for educating students "to their maximum 
capabilities" (Moses, 1996, p. 11). 
. S~veral.exemplary practices are outlined in the plan, 
mcJudmg onentatJon for new teachers entering the district, 
development of awareness in administrators and 
counselors, and recommended participation of local 
dist~ct boards of liustees, mentors, and other related 
servlce.s and support personnel in gifted program 
professIOnal development. Release time and tuition 
assIstance are emphasized. Perhaps the most immediate 
and e~ponential gain can be realized from the goal of 
mvolvlI;,g all teachers in preparation for gifted program 
IllstmctlOn. 

REVIEW AND SUMMARV 

Gifted program professional development for anyone 
or all of the SIX purposes identified earlier should include: 

1. Needs sensing and needs assessment activities 
2. Purposes and goals developed from the needs 

assessment data 
3. Framing and inclusion ofiSD activities within 

the local school context 
4. Interest"based content, with choices and 

alternatives for adult learners 
5. Procedures that adhere to adult learning 

methods 
6. Action research to guide professional 

development, document outcomes and 
disseminate results ' 

7. Active participation by school administrators, 
counselors, school psychologists, curriculum 
supervisors, and ancillaJY services personnel 

8. Involvem~nt by family and community 
members, mcludmg mentors, special service 
and .talent personnel, aJld representatives from 
peltment commuUlty groups, in planning and 
Implementation, and also in evaluation and 
follow-up 

9. Evaluation of activities and their impact on 
educator practices and student outcomes 

10. Follow-up and follow-through on outcomes 
of the activities, ripple effects, and next steps 
to take. 

These ten ~eas should be planned and monitored by a 
collaboratIve group representing SChool, home, and 
commuUlty. 

Even the planninp of professional development is a 
Sophisllcated form of professional development. Staff 
development personnel must be the visionaries of 
educatJon, setting high goals for staff and students and 
helping all to attain them. Each aspect of professional 
development is an oppOliunity with the potential, like a 
~ell-placed pebhle cast into the water, for creating positive 
npple effects far beyond the original point of impact. 

In a summary of the Richardson study of the 1980s 
assessing promising practices in U.S. gifted programs, 
researchers Cox, Daniel, and Boston (1986) reflected on 
the failure of school reformers to be opportunistic and 
lmk the need for acaderruc excellence in schools with the 
proVision of special learning programs for those with 
greatest potenlIal. The researchers had determined that 
needs of students with high ability and exceptional talent 
tend to be set a~ide in favor of the less easily ignored 
needs of sll;,gghng or troubled students. The irony is 
that by seekmg to understand learning characteristics of 
students who achieve easily at high levels, identifying 
them as "curriculum disabled"!n undifferentiated learning 
enVlfonments, addressmg theIr needs for differentiation 
of cun'icular ~odifications and alternatives, and providing 
teacher liammg for such approaches, educators can apply 
methods th~t help all students maximize their potential. 

ProfeSSIOnal development for gifted and talented 
programs is an ocean of opportunity for edlIcators 
spreading far beyond their own certification and 
recertification programs. With the tide of inclusion 
washing across the land, and gifted/talented stlIdents in 
danger of drowning whil~ teachers ~truggle to keep all 
srudents afloat, the llme !s at hand for activating gifted 
prograJu concepts that WIll create positive ripple effects 
throughout the educational system. Professional 
development experiences that expose student needs and 
structure ways of serving those needs can make a 
difference. It IS a tremendous task, but the potential 
benefits are infinite. 

S? this is the challenge: to live up to the ideals set 
fOlth m the Texas State. Plan.(or the Education of Gifted 
and Talented Students, mcludmg exemplary professional 
development philosophy and practices. Here we might 
recall the words of the astute persoll who said that ideals 
un!ike diamonds, tend to shine most before they ar~ 
c~lseled, cut, and placed into rigid settings. Mindful of 
thIS, educators must ensure that the luster ofthe lofty ideal 
showcased m the Texas State Plan, "educating all Texas 
students to the maximum of their capabilities," will be 
preserved and promoted through professional 
development for all educators that benefits every student, 
zncludzng and not in any way neglecting those with 
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exceptional gifts and talents, throughout every school and 
conununity. 
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(HICKERSON, from page 2) 

to ensure quality professional development, educating and 
supporting teachers and others who work directly with 
our gifted children. 

TAGT has always been aware of the importance of 
the teacher to the success and quality of gifted instruction. 
That is why we, as an organization, offer scholarships, 
recognition awards, and grants to teachers to encourage 
and support continuing education, research, and 
innovative practices. The newest issue of Insighls, which 
members recently received, includes applications and 
information for Laura Allard Grants for Excellence, 
"Rising Star" Teacher Award. and Outstanding Teacher 
of the Year Award, along with parent f student f educator 
scholarships. Over the past several years, TAGT has 
awarded thousands of dollars to teachers in grants, 
scholarships, and recognition awards. Don't overlook 
these opportunities - consult Insights and send your 
nominations and applications in before the deadline, the 
first of which is March I for Educator Scholarships; March 

gifted/talented students. Austin, TX: Texas Education Agency. 
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15 for Laura Allard Grants for Excellence Award; April 
1 for TAGT Advocate, Parent, and Teacher of the Year 
Award: and May I for "Rising Star" Teacher of the Gifted 
Award. 

This summer marks the first year of the TAGT 
Professional DeVelopment Surruner Institute. Teachers 
selected to attend the first institute will have the benefit 
of exceptional instructors and presenters and the option 
of receiving 45 clock hours of gitied f talented inservice 
credit hours and TAGT level I Awareness Certificate or 
of receiving three hours of graduate level college credit 
toward the Grr endorsement through One of several 
participating universities. Look for details about this 
exceptional oppOitunity in the TAGT Newsletter and 
nominate teachers to participate that you feel qualify for 
and will benefit from this opportunity - including 
yourself! 

Of course, one of the most significant oppOitunities 
for professional development each year is the TAGT 
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annual conference, to be held this year in Dallas, 
December 9-12. Last year, more than 6,000 persons 
attended this conference and participated in sessions with 
some of the most outstanding educators, researchers, and 
speakers in the field of gifted education. We expect 
similar attendance and excellence in sessions offered this 
year, with attendees including parents, counselors, school 
board members, administrators, university faculty and 
srudents, and, of course, classroom teachers. 

(MONTES, from page 12) 

needs of their student populations, taking into account 
those with learning disabilities, the at -dsk, the economi
cally disadvantaged, and minOlity students. These popu
lations are often overlooked in the nomination and iden
tification process because teachers and administrators 
are relying on traditional assessment measures. Train
ing on portfolio assessment and other non-traditional 
assessments would open the door to these equally tal
ented students. Certainly, the TAC rule requiring ad
ministrators and counselors to have six hours of staff 
development in nature and needs and prograrn options 
has resulted in more knowledgeable placement decisions 
(19 TAC 89.2(2)). 

As district programs evolve to meet changing needs, 
the repertoire of training programs must increase. The 
El Paso lSD has a 76.6% Hispanic student enrollment. 
Our particular challenge is to ensure that these students 
have access to assessment and, if identified as gifted, 
to services that meet their needs. One way to do this is 
to provide the 30 hours of staff development in gifted 
education to teachers who already have the bilingual 
endorsement. That way students can have their needs 
met as LEP srudents while simultaneously having their 
needs met as gifted students. In our district's Gifted! 
Talented Two-Way Bilingual program, both English and 
Spanish dominant students receive instruction in both 
languages. Program teachers are certified in bilingual 
education and have 30 hours of staff development in 
gifted education. In addition, they receive other spe
cialized training unique to the program model, such as 
two way dual language immersion and schoolwide en
dchment. 

Another example of designing training correlated 
to an evolving need is in the area of Advanced Place
ment. The Texas Education Agency, in its recent Ques-

The greatest compliment I ever received from a 
srudent came from one of my gifted high school students, 
who told me (in some frustration, I think, after I continued 
to answer his questions with more questions): "You aren't 
a teacher at all. You're a catalyst!" What a wonderful 
statement. I hope that it is true. All of us should strive to 
be just that for our srudents, particularly when we work 
with gifted learners - to be a catalyst! As administrators, 
parents, educators, or in whatever roles we may function, 
let's be catalysts for gifted education. 

tion and Answers document on the Texas State Plan for 
the Education of GiftedlTalented Students, permits dis
tricts to count part of the College Board's summer insti
tute training toward the curriculum and instruction com
ponent of the 30 hour training in gifted education. Dis
tricts must provide additional training in nature and needs 
and assessing student needs. Care must be taken not to 
merely replicate training geared to an elementary audi
ence, but to interpreting student needs at the secondary 
level and then linking these to appropriate program op
tions. 

Encouraging quality professional development for 
all teachers and not just teachers of gifted students should 
be our goal. In that way we can spread the wealth and 
ensure that all teachers coming into contact with our 
students will have the knowledge to recognize their tal
ents, understand their needs, and provide them with the 
challenging cuniculum they deserve. 

Elizabeth Montes, DireCTOr of Advanced Academic 
Services for El Paso lSD, has served on the 
Commissioner:y Advisory Council for the Education 
of Gifted Children and the Texas Education Agency 
task force that developed the Texas State Plan for the 
Education of Gifted/Talented Students. 
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Gifted and Talented Professional Development 
Cooperative Serves HoustonArea School Districts 

In the fall of 1979, gifted leaders from 
four suburban Houston school districts decided to com
bine their gifted and talented money, talents, and strength 
to provide quality staff development opportlU1ities for edu
cators of the gifted. These four ambitious lcadcrs in lhe 
field of gifted education, Joan Whitten Bossin, Spring 
Branch ISO; Beth Sheridan, Humble ISO; Mary Tallent, 
Cypress-Fairhanks ISO; and R.D. Thomas, Aldinc ISO, 
met togelher with an idea lhat has blossomed into eigh
teen years of top quality gifted and talented staff develop
ment for Houston-area educators. 

These large suburban school districts, Aldine ISO, 
Cypress-Fairbanks ISO, Humble ISO, and Spring Branch 
ISO, joined togelher to form the Northwest Area Coop
erative on the Education o/the Gifted and Talented which 
began as a way to solve the problem oflimited gifted and 
talented funding. Because the state of Texas capped gifted 
and talented funding for speakers at $350 per day, per 
district, cooperation was a necessity. 

In the early years, Cypress-Fairbanks ISO submitted 
the funding request plan to lhe state; Aldine ISO acted as 
lhe financial officer and fiscal agent. All workshops were 
held in Cypress-Fairbanks ISO in the beginning. Each 
district contributed to the Cooperative at the end of the 
school year on a sliding scale based on lhe number of 
gifted and talented students who had been identified in 
their local school district's gifted programs. 

The four school districts invited major speakers in 
the area of gifted and talented education to offer all-day 
workshops in Houston throughout the school year, usu
ally On Saturdays, and divided the costs between all mem
bers so lhat many more educators could hecome trained 
in gifted and talented education. Soon GIT professional 
development for administrators, counselors, and parents 
of the giftcd was also included in the Northwest Coopera
tive course offerings cvery year. 

Fourteen years ago, the Northwest Area Cooperative 
on the Education ofthe Gifted and Talented hegan to grow 
under the leadership of the late Adelle McClendon, the 
Coordinator for Gifted and Talented Programs in Cypress
Fairbanks ISO. In lhe fall of 1983, Adelle's school dis
trict took over the requests for funding, and she acted as 
the fiscal manager for the Cooperative for the next ten 
years. Soon Klein ISO joined the group. The Coopera
tive began to huild strenglh as word spread that these gifted 
and talented staff development sessions were offering 

Karen Fitzgerald 

major national speakers at no cost to the individual teach
ers, administrators, counselors, and parents who wished 
to attend trom these five school districts. Last year in 
our school district, Spring Branch ISO, the amount we 
paid for each teacher to attend was just $4 per session. 
With nine or ten sessions offered every year, usually one 
a month, the gifted and talented staff development costs 
through attendance at Cooperative sessions are very low. 

Each year the largest school districts in lhe Coop
erative are responsible for planning one staff develop
ment session to host in their area. Host districts must 
provide a place to meet, arrange for the speaker's ac
commodations and travel, serve coffee and juice in the 
morning to lhe participants, and duplicate the speaker's 
handout (which is limited to 25 pages.) Early spring 
meetings for the participating GIT coordinators are held 
to offer possible speakers' names, topics of interest, and 
to discuss the planning calendar for lhe next school year. 

Major speakers who have presented all-day gifted 
and talented staff development sessions in the past in
clude Sandra Kaplan, Irving Sato, Jim Delisle, Joseph 
Renzulli, Sally Reis, Felice Kaufman, Linda Silverman, 
Joyce Juntune, and Karen Rogers. The sessions which 
are offered this school year feature Joyce Van Tassel
Baska On "Problem-based Learning," John Samara on 
"Independent Study," Terry Brandt on the "Nature and 
Needs of Gifted Students," Donna Enersen on "Under
standing You and Your Gifted Child," Nancy Polette on 
"Creativity," Bertie Kingore On "Language Arts Strate
gies," Felice Kautlnan on "Underachievement," and Kay 
Law On "Differentiating the Curriculum." 

During the 1997-98 speakers' series, nine gifted and 
talented staff development sessions are offered through
out the school year to gifted and talented teachers, ad
ministrators, counselors, and parents. What might have 
heen an impossible task is not, because leading gifted 
and talented educators with foresight worked together to 
share lheir resources and vision. 

What began as an idea in 1979 has turned into a 
wonderful reality which has endured for almost twenty 
years. We owe lhe continued success of Our Cooperative 
to the GIT Coordinators in the Houston area who have 
participated in this effort and supported us with their vol
unteered time and outstanding professional effort. No 
gifted and talented staff development cooperative could 
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run successfully year after year without the dedication 
and support of many Gff coordinators behind the scenes; 
they work continuously to improve the quality ofthe GIT 
staff development sessions. 

As the Houston Area Cooperative on the Education 
of the Gifted and Talented plans for next year's Off pro
fessIOnal development workshops, we will consider the 

(from HARGROVE, page 7) 
resolving these problems. They leam both in practice and 
from practice. Reflection-in-action connects what 
practitioners think and what they do. 

If planners and participants accept this view, several 
important implications result. Perhaps most significant 
is the importance of follow-up. Staff development moves 
from a one-shot program to an ongoing effort. Intelligent 
practice becomes something teachers do in action rather 
than by the mere application of mles leamed outside the 
context of action. TIlls belief lends weight to concepts 
such as ongoing staff development in the basics of the 
field as well as to instruction, practice, discussion, 
reflection-in-action, and internalization over time that is 
possible through meaningful graduate studies leading to 
endorsement. Ongoing staff development builds on the 
basic skills and competencies needed by teachers of the 
gifted while acknowledging that these are not enough. 
Teachers also need knowledge derived from meaningful 
expenence. 

Further, we know that a crucial factor in making 
experience meaningful is adequate support at the 
beginning of each stage of one's career. Schon carried 
out case studies of skilled practitioners, including an 
architect, a musician, a psychoanalyst, and a business 
consultant. He focused on situations where experts 
interacted with leamers, snch as the architect in the design 
studio and the musician in a workshop for budding 
conductors. He concluded from his case studies that the 
commonly held belief that theory is superior to practice 
is misleading and thus inappropriate. In his view, 
competent practitioners do not merely possess certain 
skills; they are not merely problem solvers; they are also 
problem setters, practitioners who allow themselves to 
be surprised and puzzled by unexpected events of 
practice. They are willing to test their practices in terms 
of their own knowledge and experience. For such 

new State Plan and continue to expand on the vast array 
of major speakers and important topics offered. If you 
would like more information about how to begin a staff 
development cooperative in your area, feel free to give 
us a call. We would be happy to share our successful 
information with you. Good luck! 

Karen Fitzgerald is Coordinator 0.( Gifted and Talented 
Programs at Spring Branch lSD. Mrs. Fitzgerald has 
been involved in gifted education/or more than 25 years 
as a parent. teacher, and administrator. 

practitioners, training in the technology of a profession 
is not all there is, since professionals think in action and 
develop knowledge based on intelligent action. 

What a challenge for staff development! What an 
opportunity for teachers to become reflective practitioners 
who learn evely day, not just in workshops, lectures, and 
graduate courses! With the vision of the teacher as leamer 
as the centerpiece, effective staff development can be 
challenging and meaningful. 

References 
Schon, D. A. (\983) The reflective practitioner. New 
York: Basic Books. 

Dr. Hargrove is Director of the Gifted Students Institute 
and Pre-College Programs at Southern Methodist 
Univeristy. She is former president ofTAGT. 
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(POLETIE, from page 10) 

items that would most appeal to the person they are trying 
to persuade, the audience members are using the thinking 
processes of analysis and evaluation. I then present a 
mini-lesson on a persuasive paragraph format; and the 
audience constructs and shares their persuasive 
paragraphs. I then read excerpts from Silverstein\ book 
and ask the audience to compare their ideas to his. I 
conclude the activity by displaying examples of persuasive 
"rhino" paragraphs written by students. 

This kind of activity is always a success because the 
audience knows exactly what they are being asked to do 
at each step. They also know how the activity fits into 
the overall focus of the workshop (a literature-based 
approach to developing higher order thinking skills). The 
activity is not too long (from start to finish the activity 
takes between twenty and thirty minutes) or taxing (if 
anything, the activity actually energizes the audience). 
And the activity ensures success because not only do the 
audience members have self-generated, original 
persuasive paragraphs, but they abo have a practical 
strategy that they can use immediately with their classes. 

While involvement through the use of open-ended 
questions and activities is extremely important, let me 
offer a word about your role as presenter. Which is to 
say, that you are a presenter and not a teacher, Your 
primary responsibility is to be in a position to celebrate 
and support small successes, not to offer admonitions or 
corrections. Give positive feedback whenever you can, 
and especially at those times when audience members 
accomplish the various tasks during each of the workshop 
activities you have designed. 

Rule # 3 BE SOMETHING OF AN ENTERTAINER 
As a presenter, you must carefully and deliberately choose 
a presentation style. And the one style that always seems 
to be the least effective is the one that is somber, formal, 
and lecture-driven. Lectures may be fine for other 
occasions (though I have yet to find one), but for inservice 
workshops, lecture-presentations are the verbal 
equivalents oflead-filled balloons: they never get off the 
ground. 

Now 1'm not suggesting that you attempt to turn 
yourself into Mel Gibson Or Meryl Streep, but I am 
suggesting that you offer more than one "face" to your 
audience. Of course, teachers want new ideas and practical 
things they can use in the classroom, but they also want 
to be entertained a little. More importantly, when your 
audience is smiling or laughing, they are relaxed, And 
when your audience is relaxed, your job is appreciably 
easIer. 

Although it is impOltant to impart serious infOimation 
during the workshop, keep such seriousness blief. A good 

rule of thumb is: if you find yourself talking to the 
audience and using a very serious tone for more than 
fifteen minutes, stop and switch gears. Move to an open
ended question Or an activity. Offer a personal anecdote 
that supports a point you are making. Ask someone in 
the audience to read something you brought. Tell a story 
Or a joke. Sing a song. Dance. Do a quick puppet show. 
Read a poem. But do something different (as long, of 
course, as it pertains to the workshop). 

Also, while presenting, speak with feeling, sincerity, 
and passion. When you do, you'll show that you are 
convinced that what you are presenting is important. 
Moreover, the kind of energy you display will set the tone 
for the entire workshop. If you're serious, you can expect 
your audience to be also. If you're enthusiastic, however, 
then the audience will be more inclined to open up and 
allow themselves to become enthusiastic too. 

Also, don't be reluctant to use some drama or a little 
silliness in the workshop. It is my experience that even 
though I may offer "pearls of wisdom" (at least I think 
they are!) in some sagacious remarks that I make, teachers 
invariably remember three things: the activities they 
engaged in, the discoveries they made, and the dramatic 
or funny moments that I created in the workshop. 

Remember: if you're not enjoying yourself while 
you're presenting, it's almost certain that the audience 
members aren't enjoying themselves, or your presentation, 
either. 

A FINAL THOUGHT 

Even though it is important to remember "to inform," "to 
engage," and "to entertain" when you present, it isjust as 
important to remember the epigraph at the head of this 
altic1e: "When the heart is afire, some sparks will fly out 
of the mouth." It is my hope that the next inservice 
presentation you give will be one full of "sparks" born in 
your healt and that t1y out of your mouth. 

Keith Polette is an Assistant Professor of English 
and the Director of The West Texas Writing Project 
at the University of Texas at El Paso. 
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What Does the Research Say? 
Staff Development for Gifted Education 

Within the gifted education literature, 
empirically-based articles about staff development are 
extremely limited. Authors primarily report 
participant opinions and/or perceptions of the staff 
developer planner(s). Given these limitations, a few 
themes do emerge from this review. First, staff 
developers should not mandate attendance and should 
consider individual differences and "real" needs 
among adults when planning activities. Second, 
participants tend to view hands-on and experiential 
learning more positively than lecture or strategies that 
do not involve the participants. Third, one-shot 
inservice activities are less effective than those that 
target participants over time. Fourth, a clearly defined 
vision is important to implementing any desired 
classroom instructional practices. Fifth, strong 
leadership and follow up is significant in the change 
process. Finally, change is facilitated when teachers 
are involved in mentoring, coaching, and providing 
feedback. 

Dettmer, P. (1986). Characteristics and needs 
of adult learners in gifted program inservice and 
staff development. Gifted Child Quarterly, 30 (1), 
131-134. Staff development planners should consider 
individual differences among adults such as needs, 
styles, and interests. Recommended techniques 
include involving adults in planning their own 
learning, using high-quality videotapes of exemplary 
teaching practices, live demonstrations of innovative 
teaching strategies, and sharing alternative resources. 

Feldhusen, J. F., & Huffman, L. E . (1988). 
Practicum experiences in an educational program 
for teachers ofthe gifted. Journalfor the Education 
of the Gifted, 12 0), 34.45. The authors identify a 
program for delivering practicum experiences to 
teachers of gifted students. Ratings were made in the 
following areas: subject matter coverage, clarity of 
teaching, motivational techniques, pace of instruction, 
student choice of activities and involvement in a 
variety of experiences, use of teaching and learning 
aids, emphasis on higher-level thinking skills, 
opportunity for student follow-through of activities 
outside of class. and interactions among teachers and 

Susan Johnsen 

students. Most of the participating teachers achieved 
a high level of competence in teaching gifted and 
talented students. The majority of the teachers viewed 
the practicum as a positive and productive experience. 

Ford, R. F. (1996).A study of the effects of training 
on teacher attitudes and classroom instructional 
practices. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Baylor 
University, Waco, TX. 
This study of teachers in six school districts describes 
the effects of training on changing teachers' attitudes 
toward serving gifted students and classroom practices 
in the regular classroom. This study was part of the 
research efforts of a federal grant from the Jacob K. 
J avits Gifted and Talented Students Education Program 
of the U. S. Department of Education. Internal factors 
that contributed to teacher changes toward a more 
individualized classroom environment included a 
shared vision and positive attitudes of principals and 
teachers toward the change. External factors that 
contributed to the changes included quality staff 
development that described specific ways to make 
changes and support and follow-up by peers, mentors, 
principals, and project staff. 

Griffin, G. L. (1997). The phenomenon of 
teachers mentoring teachers in the midst of change. 
Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Texas A & M 
University, College Station, TX. 
This research project explored the phenomenon of 
teachers mentoring peer teachers as they attempted to 
make curricular adaptations for gifted student~ in the 
regular classroom in six school districts. Results 
suggest that mentoring programs in elementary schools 
do not al ways operate in mentor-as-expert/protege-as
novice formats. Inexperienced teachers and those 
lacking confidence in teaching abilities may find 
mentor-experts to guide, model, instruct, and facilitate 
development; while confident, experienced proteges 
form equal partner teams to work collaboratively to 
improve instructional practices. Mentors can help 
facilitate instructional changes in proteges. Factors 
which affect mentoring relationships include personal 
characteristics, types and frequencies of interactions, 
administrative policies, and supportive elements. 
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Hansen, J. B., & Feldhusen, J. T. (1994). 
Comparison of trained and untraIned teachers of 
gifted students. Gifted Child Quarterly, 21 (2), 204-
206. The abilities of trained and untrained teachers in 
gifted education are examined in this article. Trained 
observers and students collected data on the teachers' 
abilities in the classroom. Teachers of the gifted with 
three to five graduate courses were significantly more 
effective in instruction and in creating a positive 
classroom environment than those without advanced 
training. The authors conclude that specialized 
coursework in gifted education provided teachers with 
the means to deliver appropriate instruction to gifted 
students. 

Kaplan, S. N. (1986). Alternatives for the design 
of gifted program inservice and staff development. 
Gifted Child Quarterly, 30 (1), 138-139. Alternative 
staff development activities should emphasize teacher
to-teacher Or peer interaction as opposed to consultant
to-group; focus On specific objectives that are 
reinforced by a series of inservice activities over time 
as opposed to one-time-only workshops; and encourage 
the selective involvement of teachers as opposed to 
mandated attendance. 

Karnes, F. A., & Lewis, J. D. (1996). Staff 
development through videotapes in gifted 
edncation. Roeper Review, 19(2), 106-110. The 
authors believe that staff development in gifted 
education can be enhanced by using videotapes which 
target the gifted population. Approximate! y 89 videos 
are available on a wide spectrum of topics including 
characteristics. creativity, critical issues, curriculum. 
identification, internal perspectives. and programming. 
This article provides an annotated listing of videotapes 
in gifted education along with an address list of 
distributors. 

Robert, J. L., & Roberts, R. A. (1986). 
Differentiating inservice through teacher concerns 
about education for the gifted. Gifted Child 
Quarterly, 30 (1), 107-109. This article provides 
information about the Concerns-Based Adoption 
Model. The mode! provides a practical means for 
matching in service opportunities to the needs of 
teachers. An individual's concerns will determine his/ 
her readiness for various types of inservice activities. 
Inservice should be differentiated according to attitudes 
toward the innovation. 

Rogers, K. B. (1989). Training teachers of the 
gifted: What do they need to know? Roeper Review, 

11 (3), 145·150. Three levels of training are proposed 
in this teacher training model. Each level meets the 
needs of one of three groups: the classroom teacher. 
the cluster/resource teacher of the gifted; and the gifted 
program administrator. The knowledge and 
understandings are identified for each level along with 
the number of inservice or course hours needed to 
assure mastery. 

Schlichter, C. (1986). Talents unlimited: An 
inservice education model for teaching thinking 
skills. Gifted Child Quarterly, 30 (1), 119- 123. 
This manuscript describes an in service mode! that 
includes the five major components described by Joyce 
and Showers that are needed for successful inservice. 
They include a presentation of theory or description 
of the skill or strategy; modeling or demonstration of 
skills or models of teaching; practice in simulated 
and claSSroom settings; structured and open-ended 
feedback about performance; and coaching for 
application or transfer of skills to the classroom. 

Tomlinson, S. (1986). A survey of participant 
expectations for inservice in edncation of the gifted. 
Gifted Child Quarterly, 30 (1), 110- 113. A survey 
was distributed to 336 educators from Arkansas. 
Indiana, New York. and Texas. The researchers asked 
the educators to identify in service needs in gifted 
education and the most and least beneficial techniques 
for meeting those needs. Teachers are most interested 
in obtaining information concerning methods and 
techniques for use with gifted students and that the 
information be focused on their particular grade level 
and/or subject content area. The most benefiCial 
techniques were those that included involvement on 
the part of the participants as well as those providing 
materials that could be put to immediate use in the 
classroom. The least beneficial technique used lecture 
only. 

Treffinger, D. J. (1995). School improvement, 
talent development, and creativity. Roeper Review, 
18(2),93-97. The author provides ten steps to a riCher 
framework for school improvement. One of the steps 
focuses primarily on professional development. These 
learning activities should be for all participants, On
going. and goal-directed. They arise from the vision 
and needs set by the group and draw upon the 
leadership and expertise of many within and outside 
the system. The activities integrate theory. research. 
and practice and replace one-shot, large-group 
conference days that are primarily entertainment Or 
devoid of substance. 
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VanTassel-Baska, J. (1986). Lessons from the 
history of teacher inservlce in Illinois: Effective 
staff development in the education of gifted 
students. Gifted Child Quarterly, 30 (1),124-126. 
After examining the area service centers in Illinois, 
VanTassel-Baska makes these recommendations for an 
inservice structure for gifted education. First, real 
needs must guide staff development as well as 
perceived needs. Second, inservice activities must be 
driven by a well-conceived developmental model. 
Third, training efforts should target specific outcomes. 
Fourth, balance inservice with classroom follow-up 
observation and monitoring. Finally. use peer feedback 
to identify new ideas and techniques that might fUl1her 
teacher renewal. 

Weiss, P., & Gallagher, J. J. (1986). Project 
TARGET: A needs assessment approach to gifted 
education inservice. Gifted Child Quarterly, 30 (1), 
114-118. This article describes a gifted program 
inservice model that is based on a needs assessment 
approach. The project developed a needs assessment 
instrument. administered the instrument, analyzed 
resulting data, developed training modules that 
responded to assessed needs, and evaluated the results. 
Evaluation data indicated that the teachers found the 
training modules helpful and did use the techniques 
that were covered in the inservice. 

Westberg, K. L., & Archambault, Jr., F. X. 
(1997). A multi-site case study of successful 
classroom practices for high ability students. Gifted 
Child Quarterly, 41(1), 42-55. This article describes 
ten elementary schools and classrooms that have 
successfully implemented differentiated practices. The 
following themes emerged as contributing factors: the 
majority of the teachers had graduate degrees and had 
been involved in a variety of professional staff 
development activities; teachers were willing to make 
changes in their practices and experiment with new 
strategies; teachers had time to collaborate with one 
another and specialists; teachers viewed students as 
individuals; schools had strong leaders and a school 
and community culture that supported teacher 
autonomy. 

Susan Johhnsen is an associate professor and Direc
tor of Programs for Gifted and Talented at Baylor 
University. Editor ~fGifted Child Today. she was the 
principal investigator of Project Mustard Seed. She is 
author of four tests that are used in identifying gifted 
students: Test of Nonverbal Intelligence (TONI-2), 
Screening Assessment for Gifted Students (SAGES) , 
Screening Assessmen.t for Gifted Students-Primary 
Version (SAGES-P), and Test of Mathematical Abili
ties for Gifted Students. She is Immediate Past-Presi
dent ~f the Texas Association for Gifted and Talented. 

TACT Mission Statement 

To promote awareness of the unique social, 
emotional, and intellectual needs of gifted 

and talented students and to impact the 
development of appropriate educational 

services to meet these needs. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Gifted Children: Myth,s and Realities by 
Enen Winner. Basic Books, New York, 
1996. 449 pages. 

Ellen Wilmer, professor of psychology at Boston Col
lege, begins this fascinating book with nine misconceptions 
about the nature of giftedncss. Throughout the book she 
closely examines all nine myths and concludes by sOlting 
the myths about gifted children from CUITent realities. Win
ner begins by clarifying that when she refers to gifted chil
dren, she refers "to children with three atypical charactelis
tics: I) precocity, 2) an insistence on marching to their 
own dnnnmer, and 3) a rage to master." 

Winner suggests that "The more fomal and rule-gov
emed the domain, the more likely it is to yield gifted chil
dren." She focused her study on two academic areas of 
giftedness: language and mathematics; and two artistic ar
eas: visual arts and music. "It is in these fotlr areas that 
childhood giftedness has most often been noted and stud
ied," Winncr says. 

The first myth discussed is that children are globally 
gifted, an assumption that children may be gifted "across 
the board." All children are predisposed toward particular 
areas of study but may exhibit strengths in language or 
mathematics, the two major areas valued in schools. 

Myth 2 addresses whether children are gifted or tal
ented and why we would use two different labels to sug
gest two different classes of children. Winner says, " ... there 
is no justification for such a distinction." She offers the 
idea that gifted and talentcd should be interchmlgeahle terms 
rather than classifying some children as gifted and others 
as talented. 

Myth 3 questions whcther giftedness in any domain 
depends on having a high IQ. Winner states that "musi
cally gifted children tend to perf 01111 better in scholastic 
areas than do al1istically giftcd children." "Children can be 
extremely gifted in music or art without having exceptional 
overall IQs." 

Myths 4 and 5 ask, "Where does giftedness come 
from?" Is it biology which produces giftcd children or the 
environment's powerful influence on the development of 
gifts? WilU1er says, "There is considerable evidence in fa
vor of the position that gifted children and savants are bam 
with atypical brains, and that gifts m'e to some extent a prod
uct of one's genes and of han nona I influences during ges
tation." 

The "Driving Parent" is discussed in Myth 6. Arc gifted 
children created by pushy, over-ambitious parents? Win
ners suggests that "the children are usually pushing the par
ents, sending out elear signals of their need tor a stimulat
ing environment." But she also tells us that parents can 
destroy a gift too. 

Myth 7 suggests that "gifted childrcn are better ad
justed, more popular, and happier than average children." 
Winner's position is that "unless they can find others like 
themselves who share their passion for mastcry and leam
ing, they become isolated, lonely, and discouraged." Con
trary to poptrlar opinion, gifted children are not always 
"glowing with psychological health," the author states, 

In Myth 8, Winner adill-esses the popular bel ief that 
"all children are gifted, and thus there is no special group 
of children that needs enriched or accelerated education in 
ow'schools." She strongly states, "The belief that all chil
dren are gifted and thus that no child is gifted enough to 
need special education leads to discrimination against the 
gifted." 

Readers may agree or disagree with the author when 
shc claims, "We are wasting what few resources wc have 
for gifted education on the moderately (lQs of 130-145) 
academically gifted_ We would do far better if we elevated 
the level of instruction for all students and concentratcd 
our gifted resources only on the extreme children, the kinds 
described in this book." Those of us who work daily with 
gifted children know that many "highly gifted" children do 
not stay in the public school system, so we serve the mod
erately gifted children who frequently arc there, 

Do gifted children become eminent adults? Myth 9 
asks us if giftedness is synonymous with creativity. Win
ner says, "Only a very few of the gifted bccome eminent 
adult creators." She suggests that we cannot assume a strong 
link between early giftedncss and adult eminence because 
of the many factors involved in child development. 

"When gifted children are sUlTounded by children who 
lack their interests and abilities, they are likely to devalue 
their abilities and COnf0I111 to the crowd," says Winner, She 
concludes her book Witll infol1nation about how schools 
are failing gifted students and how schools Can help. 

This book has eleven chaptel's packed with interesting 
data about gifted and highly gifted youngsters_ Extensive, 
annotated notes regarding each chapter and all cited research 
studies are found at the end of the book. Thc author also 
includes a fifty-three (53) page bibliography to assist the 
reader in finding further areas for study and research on 
gifted children. 

Winner has examined ti,e latest scientific evidence and 
shares interesting extraordinary real-life cases with her read
ers. While you may not agree with everything she says, 
you will find this a challenging and readable hook, and you 
will gain new insights and pcrspectives as you share Ellen 
Winner's wisdom. This well-documented book is a must
read for any educator of the gifted! 

Review by Karen Fitzgerald, Spring Branch ISD 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Academic Competitions for Gifted Students: A Re
source Book for Parents and Teachers by Mary K. 
Tallent-Runnels and Ann C. Candler-Lotven. 
Corwin Press Inc., Thousand Oaks, CA 1996. 

Gopher It! An Internet Resource Guide for K-12 Edu
cators by Gail Cooper and Garry Cooper. 
Libraries Unlimited, Inc., Englewood, CO 1997. 

Both of these books are very useful resources that pro
vide a wealth of information for anyone interested in chal
lenging srndents, gifted or otherwise, They will simplify 
the life of those who work with highly motivated stu
dents. While both books state in their titles that they are 
geared for adults, they would each be a useful reSOurce 
for gifted srndents to browse through, as they are well
organized and accessible for students aged ten and older. 

Academic Competitions for Gifted Students is a first
class compendium of 80 different competitions for stu
dents of all ages, although the majority are for junior high 
and high school students. Organized alphahetically, from 
Academic Decathlon to Young Playwrights Festival, each 
listing is thoroughly detailed by the authors. This includes 
not only basic information such as a description, cost, 
age/grade level, etc., but also comments conceming the 
time commitment and other reSOurces needed to success
fully participate in each competition. Unless you know 
someone who has led or coached each specific activity 
before, this type of infonllation is not always easy to come 
by, and it is greatly appreciated by this reader. 

The authors have also included two very useful intro
ductory chapters covering characteristics of good com
petitions, charactelistics of gifted and talented students, 
and how to best blend the two in order to maximize the 
benefits from competitions. While I cannot vouch for 
the accuracy of information about all 80 competitions, I 
am familiar with about 20 of them; r would say the au
thors have done a tremendous job in gathering and pre
senting this information in an accurate and user-friendly 
manner. This is a book that I will retum to regularly. 

Gopher It! An Internet Resource Guidefor K- I 2 Edu
cators is a valuable resource that will be kept handy at 
my computer. Perhaps many of you are like me; I am 
computer-literate and have become relatively comfort
able using the Intemet and the Web. However, I have 

neither the time nor the inclination to spend many hours 
on the Internet outside of work hours searching for suit
able resources and sites that can be sources of informa
tion. If you are, then this book will be extremely helpful. 
As the authors state, "Think of Gopher It! as a Yellow 
Pages directory for educators." This is a most accurate 
assessment. There are over 125 different categories, or
ganized alphabetically, from "African andAfrican-Ameri
can Studies" to "Youth At Risk," each containing Intemet 
sites of interest, along with cross-referenced topics. Each 
listing within a category gives a capsule description of 
what you are likely to find there. There is also an appen
dix containing four special sites (such as ERIC) which 
contain numerous links into multiple categolies. 

To me the revelation in this book is the fact that nOne 
of the sites listed are found on the World Wide Web (the 
increasingly ubiquitous www). They have chosen Go
pher, witb which I was only vaguely familiar, as their 
plimary Intemet "neighborhood." They do so hecause it 
is, as they say, easier to navigate (they give very detailed 
paths to each site listed); faster, because it is primarily 
text-driven; and less cmllillercially oriented, since many 
of the sites are administered by educational institutions 
and government agencies. Their analogy is that the Web 
is a state fair and Gopher a library or museum. After 
having spent some time browsing the lntemet using their 
listings, I would tend to agree. If you are looking for 
graphics and visuals, Gopher may not be of much help. 
However if you seek access to research and documents, 
it will be a most valuable tool. The press release for the 
book also notes a companion book by Elizabeth Miller, 
An Internet Resource Directory for K" I 2 Educators, which 
focuses on Web sites. Combined, these two books would 
keep anyone researching via computer busy for weeks 
On end. 

Many teachers and parents wear many hats and fill 
many roles and are often too busy to keep abreast of all 
the opportunities and resources that exist for gifted and 
highly motivated students. These two books will pro
vide a good starting point for teachers, parents, and stu
dents to explore for themselves. 

- Review by Tracy Weinberg, San Marcos ISD 
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A FINAL WORD 

A man once won a contest, and for his 
prize was told he could have all the money he 
could grab in thirty seconds. He was placed in 
a glass booth with money ankle deep. Just as he 
was about to bend over and start filling his pock
ets, fans began to whir and the money flew 
through the air, spiraling around him as he 
snatched wildly for the cash. All too soon the 
time was up and he had to leave the booth. While 
he certainly had more money than when he en
tered, he left unsatisfied, knowing that if he had 
grabbed faster, concentrated more, and been 
more focused, he would have been able to gather 
even more. 

A good professional development expe
rience is much like that of the man in the glass 
booth. Wonderful ideas fill the air, appear on 

Michael Connon 

overheads, and then whirl away. We can't grab 
them fast enough, we can't write them all down; 
we can only marvel at the wealth that surrounds 
us. Excited and exhilarated, we leave enriched, 
but knowing that there was so much more ... 

As you read through the articles in this 
issue, you may have had a similar feeling of be
ing surrounded by a whirlwind of knowledge and 
wisdom. But unlike either the man in the glass 
booth or the participant in an inservice, you have 
the luxury of all the time you need to capture, 
examine, and consider the wealth of ideas pre
sented here. Whether your interest lies in a theo
retical perspective, specific programs, district ex
amples, or advice on how to design and present 
training, it is all here, all waiting for you. 

.~ .,. 
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Call for Articles 

Fall 1998 
Giftedness: A Texas Tradition 

Texas schools have a long and distinguished tradition of 
supporting and nurturing gifted individuals. In this Confer
ence issue, Tempo will celebrate those traditions and 
individuals. Describe a program, campus, or individual that 
exemplifies thi, tradition. Chart a course for new directions 
in suppo!'ling gifted education. In addition, individuals who 
are presenting at the conference are encouraged to submit 
articles related to their conference presentation, 

The deadline for submission of a!'licles is June 1, 1998. 

Winter 1999 
Distinguished Achievement 

Programs 
The winter issue of Tempo will explore and celebrate the 
many excellent programs that exist in Texas secondary 
schools. Articles may also examine how Advanced Place
ment, Pr,,·AP, International Baccalaureate, and other local 
options serve the nceds of gifted students. Middle school 
programs that support and prepare for high school programs 
will also be included. Describe other possibilities for 
exemplary high school programs. 

Deadline for submission of articles is September 1, 1998, 

Guidelines for Article Submissions 
Tempo welcomes manuscripts from educators, parents, and other advocates of gifted education. 
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